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Abstract

With increasingly low prices on clothes and a tremendous interest in fashion,
results in that people’s wardrobes keep piling up. This causes people to struggle
with daily selection of an outfit that includes clothing items that are matching and
that suits the day’s weather. Moreover, the environmental sustainability could
benefit from people recycling their textile waste. This thesis investigates how
exploiting new technologies, such as Big Data, recommender systems, semantic
web, and Internet of Things can guide people in organizing their wardrobes more
efficiently.

The thesis proposes the architecture of a system consisting of a smart closet
where the usage history of the user’s clothing items can be tracked using RFID
technology. Through a mobile application, the user can view wardrobe inventory,
and receive daily outfit recommendations and recommendations for clothing items
to recycle.

To generate the daily outfit recommendations, the thesis proposes an approach
based on collaborative filtering enabled with a machine learning algorithm—
carefully selected through an experiment comparing multiple models on a real-
world dataset. In addition to daily outfit recommendations, the approach facil-
itates the possibility of targeted advertisement by clothing retailers. Moreover,
the thesis proposes a traditional content-based approach for recycling recom-
mendations. The content-based approach utilizes semantic web technology and
results from an evaluation shows that it outperforms a baseline approach without
semantic web technology.

As a whole, the thesis includes the state of the art for recommender systems
utilizing semantic web technology, with especially focus on the domain of fashion
recommendation from people’s physical wardrobes.
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Sammendrag

Med lave priser p̊a klær og en enorm interesse for mote, har gjort at folks klesskap
fyller seg opp. Dette fører til at folk sliter med å velge daglige antrekk av klesplagg
som passer sammen og som passer til dagens vær. Videre kan resirkulering av
tekstiler føre til et mer bærekraftig miljø. Denne oppgaven utforsker hvordan
man kan anvende ny teknologi som big data, anbefalingssystemer, semantisk web
og tingenes internett, for å hjelpe folk med å organisere klesskapene sine mer
effektivt.

Denne oppgaven foresl̊ar en arkitektur for et system best̊aende av et smart-
skap hvor brukshistorikken til brukernes klesplagg blir sporet ved hjelp av RFID-
teknologi. Gjennom en mobilapplikasjon vil brukeren kunne se beholdningen i
skapet, samt motta anbefalinger til daglige antrekk og anbefalinger for hvilke
klær som kan resirkuleres.

For å generere anbefalinger av daglige antrekk foresl̊ar oppgaven en fram-
gangsm̊ate basert p̊a samhandlingsfiltrering som anvender en maskinlæringsalgo-
ritme valgt ved å sammenligne modeller utført i eksperimenter p̊a et datasett.
I tillegg til daglige antrekksanbefalinger legger framgangsm̊aten til rette for å
inkludere m̊alrettet annonsering fra kleskjeder. Videre foresl̊ar oppgaven en
tradisjonell innholdsbasert framgangsm̊ate for å anbefale plagg til resirkulering.
Framgangsm̊aten anvender semantisk webteknologi og utkonkurrerer en grunn-
leggende framgangsm̊ate som ikke anvender semantisk webteknologi.

I sin helhet s̊a gir oppgaven en oversikt over dagens løsninger og den gjeldene
kunnskapen for anbefalingssystemer som anvender semantisk webteknologi—spesielt
i domenet omkring anbefalinger fra folks klesskap.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter starts by motivating the work of this thesis (Section 1.1) and describ-
ing the research context of the project (Section 1.2). It states the thesis’ problem
formulation (Section 1.3) and defines the goals and research questions for the
project (Section 1.4). Moreover, it summarizes the contributions (Section 1.5) of
this thesis and describes the three papers (Section 1.6) that comprise the thesis.
An outline for the rest of the thesis concludes the chapter (Section 1.7).

1.1 Background and Motivation

With the advent of Web 2.0 platforms, such as social media websites, user-
generated content has contributed to an exponential growth of data available
on the Internet [2]. By the latest wave in the era of computing, data collection
and gathering by so-called Internet of Things (IoT) devices [3], the growth of data
on the Internet continue to increase [4]. This unprecedented scale of data, called
Big Data [5], has made it possible to build predictive analytic tools who now
drives many aspects of mobile services, retail, and our everyday lives. Together
with IoT, recommendation technology, and large machine-understandable knowl-
edge bases, there is a potential to build applications that simplify cumbersome
tasks and help people in meeting their needs and goals in more efficient ways.

The increasingly low prices on clothes and a tremendous interest in fash-
ion, have resulted in that the typical Norwegian has 359 clothing items in their
wardrobe, where 20% of the clothes are rarely used [6]. This contributes to
complicating the task of daily outfit selection of an outfit that includes clothing
items that are matching and that suits the day’s weather—which is a socially and
culturally important task that requires time, effort, and thought [7]. Moreover,
textile recycling of rarely used items could have huge benefits for the environ-

3
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mental sustainability [8]. Fashion retailers could also benefit from data on usage
history, by generating targeted advertisement, decreasing the number of unnec-
essary purchases and increasing the number of satisfied customers.

This motivation demands for a smart closet leveraging IoT technology such
as radio-frequency identification (RFID) [9], tracking clothing items’ usage his-
tory. Furthermore, the closet should be explorable on a mobile device, displaying
content generated by recommender technology.

In the summer of 2016, the author of this thesis participated in a summer
internship at Accenture. During the internship, the author and a team of other
students built a prototype for a smart closet called Connected Closet. The work
done by the students provided an apt skeleton for a smart closet with basic func-
tionality, but lacked algorithms for providing users with outfit recommendations
and recycling recommendations as motivated above. The project gained a lot of
attention and was featured in one of the largest online IT newspapers in Norway
(Figure 1.1) [1].

Figure 1.1: News article by digi.no about the summer internship. The
internship was featured in a news article containing an interview with the thesis
author and the project manager [1].
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1.2 Research Context

The source of this project originates from Accenture’s internal global idea compe-
tition called Accelerating Innovation IoT Challenge, where the idea for the system
originally came from. This idea was then extended to an internship at Accen-
ture where a prototype was developed. Accenture is a global company employing
over 401,000 people, providing management consulting, technology services and
outsourcing services to clients in more than 120 countries [10].

The core motivator for extending Accenture’s project into a research project
at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) is the NTNU
Smartmedia program led by Prof. Dr. Jon Atle Gulla [11]. The program’s re-
search focus is on mobile context-aware recommender systems with an aim to
aid the media industry and to present a context-aware news experiences that are
mobile and based on deep understanding of textual content. Central technolo-
gies for the project include; Big Data architectures, information retrieval and
recommendation, semantics, text analysis, and mobile platforms.

The work of this thesis is conducted as part of a research cooperation between
the NTNU Smartmedia program and Accenture Norway, with the aim to develop
a second prototype of the smart closet and enable it with the technology that is
researched at Smartmedia.

1.3 Problem Formulation

The main goal of this thesis is to develop semantic web and recommender tech-
nology into the prototype initially developed at Accenture. To evaluate the
developed recommendation approaches, data collection of a suitable dataset is
required. The problem that this thesis addresses can be formulated as follows:

A large number of people struggle to organize their wardrobes in efficient ways.
This contributes to a weaker economic and environmental sustainability. This
thesis investigates how contextual signals obtained from a smart closet, can be
leveraged in order to generate accurate recommendations that can guide smart
closet users to achieve more organized wardrobes.

1.4 Goals and Research Questions

The aim of this thesis is ultimately to serve as a research contribution. Moreover,
it should increase Accenture’s business value and contribute to innovation in the
company. Therefore, a set of goals and research questions have been defined.

The following project goals are mostly concerned with increasing Accenture’s
business value:
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G1 The ’New IT’ strategy

This project should demonstrate how to realize Accenture’s IT strategy
called the ’New IT’ strategy [12]. This thesis focuses especially on demon-
strating how to develop ’liquid applications’ by using the micro-service ar-
chitecture [13] enabling continuous delivery using DevOps [14]. Moreover,
this should serve as a demonstration of how to build ’connected applica-
tions’ enabled with IoT [15] devices—who uses lightweight communication
protocols—and how to handle their generation of large volumes of data.
Finally, it should show how to exploit large volumes of data to build ’intel-
ligent applications’ that maximize business value with integrated analytics.

G2 IoT demonstrator

A second goal of this thesis is to build a fully functional IoT demonstrator
in order to showcase and demonstrate the validity of the system worked out
in this thesis. The demonstrator should be easy to transport and it needs
to reflect the system’s possible applications and significance in a full-scale
production mode. Furthermore, it should work as a conversation starter
when meeting with potential clients or business and research partners.

G3 Show off at conferences

With an IoT demonstrator, it is a goal to bring the demonstrator to con-
ferences and other events to showcase the system and get a lot of feedback
on the research.

G4 Publicity

Lastly, a goal is to promote the project and the system’s idea, primarily in
Accenture’s and the university’s community, getting as much publicity and
attention as possible. Moreover, as a research project, there is an aim to
publish the work in international conferences or journals.

Next are the research questions, which summarizes and defines the research
problem that this thesis addresses:

RQ1 What are the core components and the functionality of a smart closet and
how can this be supported by recommendation technology?

The first research question is about describing the architecture and design
of a system that will solve the problem formulated earlier. The research
question requires development of a set of components that will provide some
functionality to the user that will support the user in receiving recommen-
dations as motivated earlier.
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RQ2 How can we automatically extract datasets that help us build and evaluate
content-based recommendation and collaborative filtering for smart closets?

After the core components are developed, a dataset generated using func-
tionality that mirrors the same functionality found in RQ1, is required to
assess the quality of the system. The data should help in constructing the
steps for the novel content-based and collaborative filtering approaches for
the system, which can be evaluated through experiments.

RQ3 To what extent (accuracy) can a recommender system help users choose
clothes from a smart closet?

The answer to this question should support a selection of recommendation
models that generates the most useful recommendations to the users in
terms of some accuracy metrics.

1.5 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis may be summarized as follows:

C1 The architecture and design of a smart closet.

C2 A novel collaborative filtering approach for daily outfit recommendations.

C3 A novel semantic content-based approach for garment recycling recommen-
dations.

C4 Thorough evaluations of the approaches using a real-world dataset.

1.6 Papers

This thesis is submitted as a paper collection of three papers. The first one (Pa-
per I) is published in the Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on
Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST 2017). The second (Paper
II) has been submitted to the 11th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems
(RecSys 2017) and awaits author’s notification. While the third (Paper III) is sub-
mitted to the 13th International Conference on Semantic Systems (SEMANTiCS
2017), also awaiting author’s notification. Paper I and Paper II are classified as
’regular/long papers’, meaning they report on substantial contributions of lasting
value that is completed or validated. Paper III is submitted as a ’short paper’,
discussing an exciting work-in-progress with preliminary evaluations.

Figure 1.2 illustrates how the papers are tied together, and how they com-
prise this thesis. Paper I sets the foundation for the whole system that this thesis’
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research focus is about. It gives an extensive description of the system’s archi-
tecture and design, and propose two recommendation approaches in the domain
of fashion recommendation. Paper II is then an extension to Paper I, addressing
Paper I’s proposed collaborative filtering method for daily outfit recommenda-
tions. Paper III is also an extension to Paper I, but is not directly related to
Paper II. It takes ideas from Paper I’s proposal of a recycling recommendation
approach and improves it with semantic web technologies. Paper II and Paper
III both reports on experiments on a collected dataset.

It should be noted that the recommendation approaches proposed in Paper
I are simplified descriptions, and to fully understand how the approaches were
implemented in the system, one should read Paper II and Paper III.

In this thesis, all the papers are included in the same format as published
in the conference proceedings or in the format required for the camera-ready
submissions to the conferences. This is done to preserve the papers’ structure
and semantics as they were intended to be read. Moreover, since the papers
addresses the same system, but are written so that each can be read individually,
some content overlap throughout the thesis, is to be expected.

Connected	Closet	-
A	Semantically	Enriched	Mobile	

Recommender	System
Purpose
Create	design	and	architecture	
for	the	system.	Propose	
recommendation	approaches.
Finding
1. Outfit	recommendation.

• Two	approaches.
2.	Recycling	recommendation.

Rethinking	the	Conventional	Collaborative	
Filtering	for	Recommending	Daily	Fashion	Outfits

Content-Based	Recommendations	for	Sustainable	
Wardrobes	using	Linked	Open	Data

Purpose
Generate	dataset	for	
evaluation	of	the	
outfit	
recommendation	
approach.	
Finding
Selected	model.

Purpose
Develop	and	
experiment	the	
recycling	
recommendation	
approach.
Finding
Promising	approach	
based	on	semantic	
web.

Design	&
	system

	creation
Data	collection	&

	experim
ents

Paper	I
RQ1
C1

Paper	III
RQ2,RQ3

C3,C4

Paper	II
RQ2,RQ3

C2,C4

Figure 1.2: Illustration of how the three papers ties the thesis together.
Each paper is stated with the paper’s purpose and the finding of the paper. More-
over, each paper is labeled with the research questions (RQ) and contributions
(C) they mainly addresses.
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1.7 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides an overview of the theoretical background and defines
the terminology used throughout the thesis.

• Chapter 3 provides a short survey of some related work.

• Chapter 4 presents Paper I titled ”Connected Closet - A Semantically En-
riched Mobile Recommender System for Smart Closets”, which gives a full
description of the system’s architecture and propose some recommendation
approaches for the system.

• Chapter 5 presents Paper II titled ”Rethinking Conventional Collabora-
tive Filtering for Recommending Daily Fashion Outfits”, which describes a
collaborative filtering approach implemented in the system.

• Chapter 6 presents Paper III titled ”Content-Based Recommendations for
Sustainable Wardrobes using Linked Open Data”, which describes a seman-
tic content-based approach implemented in the system.

• Chapter 7 discusses some insight obtained throughout the work on this
thesis.

• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by giving some concluding remarks and by
discussing future work.





Chapter 2

Background

The motive of this chapter is to give a brief introduction to the theoretical back-
ground for the system presented in this thesis. Since all of the papers cover some
background theory, this chapter is meant to complement the theory given in the
papers.

2.1 Internet of Things

The term Internet of Things (IoT) was first used in a presentation by Kevin Ash-
ton back in 1999 [3]. He presented an idea of using radio-frequency identification
(RFID) in the supply chain of a large consumer goods corporation and linking
it to the Internet. The main idea is still the same today—tagging ’things’1 with
identifiers and linking them to the Internet. In recent years, applications such as
healthcare, transportation, utilities, and home equipment, have been included in
this definition of ’things’ [4].

IoT meets the need for data-on-demand by intuitive interactions with ubiq-
uitous computing devices and thus overcoming the gap between ’things’ in the
physical world and their representation on the Internet [4].

2.1.1 Identifiers

For internet-connected devices to identify ’things’, numerous identification sys-
tems can be used. The most common ones for IoT devices are RFID, Quick
Response (QR) codes, and barcodes. The system described in this thesis uti-
lizes RFID which was first proposed in 1948 [16]. Some very early adopters

1’things’ refers to everyday objects.

11
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RFID
RFID

RFID tag RFID reader Enterprise system

Figure 2.1: RFID system. The architecture of a typical RFID system.

implemented RFID during the 70’s, but it was not until the 90’s that RFID was
widely deployed and is now part of everyday life [9].

As depicted in Figure 2.1 typical RFID system comprise of an RFID tag and
an RFID reader connected to an enterprise system.

2.1.2 Lightweight Messaging Protocol

The internet-connected devices that handle the data about the ’things’ are some-
times located at remote locations with limited bandwidth capabilities that re-
quires a small code footprint. Therefore, these devices demand a lightweight
messaging protocol. The MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol was de-
signed to meet the requirements for such devices [17]. MQTT differs from Hy-
pertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) by using a publish/subscribe style and its
much smaller message size, giving a more reliable delivery over fragile networks.

2.1.3 Fog Computing

IoT devices require mobility support, location-awareness, and geo-distribution.
The Fog Computing [18] platform meets these needs by providing a computing,
storage, and networking layer between the devices and the data centers. For
example, through the orchestration layer of Fog, smaller real-time analytics tasks
can be computed before larger data is sent to the data centers. This reduces
latency and avoids potentially unnecessary requests to the data centers.

2.2 Recommender Systems

The objective of a recommender system is to support the users in making choices
by giving the users some form of recommendation of an item [19]. The motivation
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Figure 2.2: The long tail phenomenon. A distinction between physical and
on-line stores.

for this comes from the long tail phenomenon (Figure 2.2), which is a distinc-
tion between the physical and on-line worlds [20]. Physical stores have limited
space for their products, and can only show the customer a small portion of the
products that are available in a certain domain. As a result, the physical store
will only provide the most popular products because this will sell the most. In
on-line stores, you can offer every product that is available in a given domain.
This forces the on-line stores to recommend products to the customer that the
customer is most likely to buy. This will help the customers navigate through the
numerous available products, selecting the product that best fit the customers’
needs, resulting in higher customer satisfaction.

Formally, the problem of recommendations can be seen as mapping the set of
users U and the set of items I to a rating [19]:

fR : U × I → rating, (2.1)

and then recommending new items of high rating to the users.
There are multiple models that tackle this problem. This thesis addresses

the two most popular. The first one, called content-based, use the attribute
information about the users and items such as textual descriptions. The second,
collaborative filtering, works with user-item interactions, such as previous ratings
or buying behavior.
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2.2.1 Content-Based

Content-based recommender systems try to recommend items that are similar to
the ones the user have liked in the past [19]. Figure 2.3 shows an example of
a plan of action for a content-based recommender system. Here, the user has
liked two items in the past: a red balloon and a yellow star. The system will
then build a user profile by learning the attributes of the items that the user have
liked. Items that not yet have been seen by the user are then matched to the user
profile and the items that are most similar to the user profile is recommended.
Of the lower left items in Figure 2.3, the block is most likely to be recommended
because it shares two attributes with the user’s user profile. The user profiles and
item profiles are often represented as vectors and the matching between them is
determined with similarity measures as described in Section 2.4.4.

Balloon
Red
Star
Yellow

Likes

Build

Match

Recommend

Item Profiles

User Profile

Figure 2.3: Content-based recommender system. An example of a plan of
action for a content-based recommender system.
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2.2.2 Collaborative Filtering

As opposed to content-based, collaborative filtering does not use item attributes
to compute recommendations. Instead, it uses the correlation in behavior pat-
terns across users [19]. The behavior patterns can be tracked by looking at how
users rate a set of items. Consider the users in Figure 2.4, they have all rated
two items on a unary rating scale by indicating that they like them. The users’
unspecified ratings of items can be imputed when a user has highly correlated
observed ratings with other users. For example, in Figure 2.4, the leftmost user
and the middle user have both liked the Pokémon, while the leftmost user has
also liked cycling. Because the two users share a rating, cycling can then be
recommended to the middle user.

Recommended

Likes

Figure 2.4: Collaborative filtering. An example of correlation between a set
of users who have rated a set of items.

Utility matrix

In collaborative filtering, the item ratings are often captured in a set of user-
item combinations. These are collected in a matrix called the utility matrix
[20]. By expanding the rating scale in Figure 2.4 to a five-star rating scale, a
possible outcome could be represented as shown in Table 2.1. Here, the ’?’ values
represent the unspecified ratings and are the values the recommender system will
try to predict and possibly recommend to the user.
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Table 2.1: Utility matrix. An example of a possible utility matrix using a
five-star rating scale.

Cycling Pokémon Ping pong Chess
Bob 5 4 ? ?
Alice ? 5 4 1
Charlie 2 ? 5 5

Collaborative filtering methods

To predict the unspecified ratings, collaborative filtering is commonly divided in
two methods [19]:

1. Memory-based, where the whole utility matrix is used to predict the ratings
by comparing the ratings of neighboring users (user-based) or neighboring
items (item-based). To find neighbors, similarity measures—as addressed
in Section 2.4.4—are applied.

2. Model-based, where a model of user ratings is generated that will predict
the ratings of new items to a user. The model is often generated using
machine learning algorithms (Section 2.5).

2.2.3 Feedback

The ratings used by a recommender system are obtained through user feedback
which is classified as explicit or implicit [21]. Explicit feedback is when the system
explicitly asks the user to rate an item. The advantage of using explicit feedback
is that if the user is willing to explicitly rate items, the system is getting the most
accurate information. The disadvantage is that the system is requiring additional
effort from the user. On the other hand, implicit feedback requires no additional
effort from the user and learn user ratings by watching the users’ behavior in the

Table 2.2: Feedback. Some examples of feedback techniques classified as explicit
and implicit.

Explicit feedback Implicit feedback
Like button Browsing history
Dislike button Click behavior
5-star rating scale Songs listened to
Reviews Movies watched

Time on page
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system. However, correct interpretation of user behavior is hard. Table 2.2 gives
some examples of feedback classified as explicit and implicit feedback.

2.2.4 Context-Aware Recommender Systems

As discussed earlier in this section, the problem of recommendations can be seen
as a mapping of a set of users U and a set of items I to a rating. Context-aware
recommender systems utilizes additional information (context) about the users
or the items to predict the ratings [19]. An additional set C of the context is now
introduced to the system. More formally, the recommendation function can now
be written as:

fR : U × I × C → rating (2.2)

Here, the set C can for example be the locations {home,work, car}. This is
because the user might have different preferences for items at different locations,
and C is therefore included to the mapping to achieve a more accurate recom-
mendation.

2.2.5 Challenges in Recommender Systems

Table 2.1 shows a relatively dense utility matrix. However, in the real world,
the utility matrix tends to be very sparse—meaning that a lot of the user-item
combinations have ’?’ as values. This poses a challenge for both memory-based
and model-based methods, because computing similarities or predictions tends
to get harder with little data. This problem is commonly known as the sparsity
problem [21].

A special case of the sparsity sparsity problem is called cold-start [21]. Say a
forth user were introduced in the utility matrix in Table 2.1, without any previous
ratings of the items (all ratings would have the value ’?’). How to recommend
items to this user is not an easy tasks and is known as new user cold-start.
Similarly, for a new item that no one has rated, is hard to recommend to anyone
and is known as new item cold-start.

2.2.6 Evaluation of Recommender Systems

Recommender systems can be evaluated in many ways. In this thesis, evaluation
of recommender systems is performed using so called offline experiments [22].
Here, evaluation is done on a pre-collected dataset that should simulate user
behavior in the system. A small portion of the dataset is hidden from the system
while the recommender system tries to predict the hidden values. Using a set of
evaluation metrics, the quality of the recommendations can be measured in how
relevant and well ranked they are to the users.
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Confusion matrix

The evaluation metrics used in this thesis are calculated from the confusion ma-
trix. The confusion matrix (Table 2.3) summarizes the number of correctly or
incorrectly recommended items [23].

Table 2.3: Confusion matrix. Summarization of how correct recommendations
are distributed.

Predicted
Recommended Not recommended

Correct recommendation TP FN
Reality

Wrong recommendation FP TN

The following terms are used to describe the confusion matrix:

• True positive (TP ) is the number of relevant (correct) items that were
recommended.

• False negative (FN) is the number of relevant items that were not recom-
mended.

• False positive (FP ) is the number of non-relevant (wrong) items that were
recommended.

• True negative (TN) is the number of non-relevant items that were not
recommended.

Precision and Recall

By using the numbers from the confusion matrix, the two very popular metrics,
Precision and Recall, can be used.

Precision is the fraction of correctly recommended items among all the rec-
ommended items, and is defined as follows [22]:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2.3)

Recall is the faction of correctly recommended items among all relevant items,
and is defined as follows [22]:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2.4)
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Receiver operating characteristic

A theoretically grounded alternative to Precision and Recall is the receiver op-
erating characteristic (ROC) curve [22]. It attempts to measure how well the
recommender system successfully distinguish between relevance and noise. More
formally, the ROC curve is a graphical display of the tradeoff between the true
positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR), both defined from the
confusion matrix as follows:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
FPR =

FP

TN + FP
(2.5)

Figure 2.5 shows an example of an ROC curve comparing two different rec-
ommendation algorithms. The best algorithms tends to be located in the upper
left corner. Moreover, an ROC curve is a great way to compare two different al-
gorithms, where the best—on average—achieves the largest area under the curve,
which is often referred to as the AUC [22]. From the figure it is shown that M1 is
the best performing algorithm until M2 becomes slightly better for FPR > 0.6.

FPR

T
P
R

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.2
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1.0

M1

M2

Figure 2.5: ROC curves. ROC curves of two recommender systems M1 and M2.
The dotted diagonal line illustrates the performance of a random recommender
system.
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R-score

To quantify the utility of a recommended list has to the user, the list’s top items
are given higher importance. The utility of item j to the user u is defined as
follows:

F (u, j) =
max{ruj − Cu, 0}

2(vj−1)/α
, (2.6)

where Cu is a neutral rating value to the user, ruj is the user’s ground truth
rating of the item j, vj is the rank of item j, and α is a half-life parameter.

The total R-score for the user u over a ranked list of size L, is then the sum
of all F (u, j) for all items j ∈ Iu [19]:

R-score(u) =
∑

j∈Iu,vj≤L

F (u, j) (2.7)

The overall R-score for all users in the system can be calculated as follows:

R-score =

m∑
u=1

R-score(u) (2.8)

To achieve a high R-score, the system needs to be able to place items rated
highly by the users in the top of the ranked recommended list.

2.3 Semantic Web

The Semantic Web is an initiative trying to structure the available data on the
Web so that it becomes machine-understandable [24]. Much of the Web today is
uploaded as raw CSV or XML dumps, or in HTML documents. This sacrifices
much of the structure and semantics, meaning that data cannot be automatically
extracted and connected together to be reused and to be looked at from a different
point of view.

2.3.1 Ontologies

In order to achieve the Semantic Web vision, ontologies have been introduced.
An ontology is an explicit and formal specification of a conceptualization [25].
It describes the domain of discourse by defining the concepts and the relations
between them.
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2.3.2 Resource Description Framework

As mentioned, most of the available data on the Web is published as raw data,
such as XML. This type of data does not offer any means of semantics to the data.
This means that it is up to each individual application to interpret the data to
extract useful information. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) model
offers a standardized ontology language to describe data using statements kept
in triples following a Subject – Predicate – Object format [26]. A triple describes
a resource (a thing), a property, and its value. A value can either be another
resource or a literal. Resources are identified by a Universal Resource Identifier2.
Multiple RDF statements makes up a directed graph with labeled edges. In the
graph, the Subject is the source of an edge, the Predicate is the edge’s label, and
the Object is the target. Figure 2.6 shows an example of an RDF graph describing
the scientific article [24] (wdt:Q29164671) by Tim Berners-Lee (wdt:Q80) titled
”The Semantic Web” published in the journal Scientific American (wdt:Q39379).
In the graph, ”wd” and ”wdt” are namespace prefixes for the vocabulary for a
huge online ontology described later in this section.

wd:Q80 wd:Q29164671 wd:Q6135847
wdt:P50 wdt:P50

”Tim Berners-Lee” ”The Semantic Web”
wd:Q39379

Figure 2.6: RDF graph. Some RDF triples represented as a graph. The circles
are resources, rectangles are literal values, and the arrows are the properties.

2.3.3 Linked Open Data

Publishing data using RDF is a step in the right direction for the vision of the
Semantic Web. In order to find more related data about a certain topic, linked
data is introduced. In 2006 Tim Berners-Lee outlined these four principles one
must follow in order to achieve linked data [27]:

2Usually as a URL.
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Linked data principles

1. Use URIs as names for things.

2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names.

3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the stan-
dards (RDF)

4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things

Data published using these principles and that is published under an open license
is known as Linked Open Data (LOD) [28].

2.3.4 Wikidata

One of the most essential components for the Semantic Web has become online
ontologies that provides a large amount of RDF instances making up a large
knowledge base (KB) [28]. Wikidata [29] is an example of such a KB which can
be read and edited by any computer agent or human agent. It is a project by
the Wikimedia Foundation [30] and stores a vast amount of structured data from
Wikimedia’s sites including Wikipedia, Wikivoyage, Wikisource, and others.

2.3.5 Named Entity Recognition

The extract Wikidata entities in free text, named entity recognition3 (NER)
can be used for recognizing proper nouns (entities) and extract them from the
text. One of the first examples of NER was done in 1991 when Rau proposed
a system for extracting and recognizing company names [31]. The earliest NER
systems was handcrafted linguistic grammar-based techniques, but in recent years
machine learning methods have become the trend [32].

2.4 Representation and Similarity Measures

To represent the features of a document, many techniques can be used. A doc-
ument is whatever unit the recommender system is build over. In this thesis,
documents are either an outfit or a clothing item description.

This section covers the classical Bag of Words approach and the Bag of Con-
cepts approach which can utilize the semantics of LOD. To find similar documents
and to calculate recommendations, the Vector Space Model and a set of similarity
measures are described.

3Also known as entity extraction.
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2.4.1 Bag of Words

The most popular method for representing documents is known as the Bag of
Words model. It is referred to as a ’bag’ because the ordering of the document’s
words does not count. The documents are represented as a single vector where
each dimension corresponds to a single term in the total dictionary for the doc-
ument collection [23]. Each term is assigned a weight for each document.

Term frequency

A simple weighting scheme called term frequency (TF) assumes that a term that
occurs multiple times in a document is more important that a term that occurs
a single time. Hence, the TF for a term in a document is defined as the number
of occurrences in the document [23].

2.4.2 Bag of Concepts

With the advent of Semantic Web, an alternative model known as Bag of Con-
cepts, poses as an intriguing approach to represent documents using entities from
online ontologies. First proposed by Sahlgren and Cöster in [33], Bag of Con-
cepts is a model that instead of looking at each word individually, it looks at
the concepts the words forms together. To find the concepts in the text, entity
extraction from external sources, such as Wikidata, can be used.

Concept frequency

Similarly to TF in Bag of Words, the number of occurrences of a concept in
a document can be used as a weighting scheme [34]. This weighting scheme is
known as concept frequency (CF).

2.4.3 Vector Space Model

By representing each document as a vector using either TF or CF as a weighting
scheme for each dimension, some distance measures can be imposed to calculate
the similarity between documents. To represent the documents in a common
vector space is called the Vector Space Model [23].

Figure 2.7 shows an example of two documents represented as vectors in
the same vector space of two dimensions. The figure illustrates two different
approaches for caluculating the similarity between the two documents, namely
the Euclidean distance and the cosine similarity.
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Figure 2.7: Vector Space Model. Example of two vectors in the same vector
space. Both the cosine similarity and the Euclidean distance is visualized.

2.4.4 Distance Measures

Jaccard similarity

The simplest way to calculate the similarity between two document vectors q and
p is to convert them into binary vectors and represent them as two sets A and
B. The Jaccard similarity of the two documents are defined as follows [20]:

sim
(
q,p

)
= JAC

(
A,B

)
=
A ∩B
A ∪B (2.9)

Cosine similarity

The most used similarity measure is the cosine similarity measure. It is defined
as the cosine of the angle between the two vectors [20]:

sim
(
q,p

)
= cos(θ) =

q · p
|q| × |p| =

∑n
i=1 qipi√∑n

i=1 q
2
i

√∑n
i=1 p

2
i

(2.10)

Euclidean distance

As shown in Figure 2.7, the Euclidean distance is the length of the shortest line
between two points [20]:

sim
(
q,p

)
=

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(qi − pi)2 (2.11)
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2.5 Classification

Classification is the task of training a learner (model) by feeding it a set of
records—all containing a set of attributes and a predefined class label. The
ultimate goal is then to make the model able to predict the class label of novel
instance records [35]. In this section, three learning algorithms are presented
together with a common challenge in the field of classification.

2.5.1 Näıve Bayes

The Bayesian approach to predicting a class label Y of a set of attributes X of
length d, is to select the class label that maximizes the numerator of this equation:

P (Y | X) =
P (Y )P (X1, X2, . . . , Xd | Y )

P (X1, X2, . . . , Xd)
(2.12)

To estimate P (X1, X2, . . . , Xd | Y ) requires a huge amount of training records.
So to simplify, one can assume that the attributes are conditionally independent.
This means that P (X1, X2, . . . , Xd | Y ) can be written as

∏d
i=1 P (Xi | Y ), which

is used to define the Näıve Bayes learner [36]:

P (Y | X) =
P (Y )

∏d
i=1 P (Xi | Y )

P (X1, X2, . . . , Xd)
(2.13)

More formally, Näıve Bayes predicts the class label vNB of a novel record with
the attribute set X as follows:

vNB = argmax
vj∈V

P (vj)

d∏
i=1

P (Xi | vj), (2.14)

where vj is all the possible class labels in the finite set V .
Due to its simplicity, Näıve Bayes has become known as ”the punching bag of

classifiers” and has been successfully used in applications such as spam detection
and sentiment analysis.

2.5.2 Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost)

In recent years, machine learning methods called ensemble methods have gained
a lot of attention. Ensemble methods works under the intuition that a set of
several simpler classifiers can perform better than one single classifier [37]. A
simple classifier, often referred to as a weak learner, is a learner that tends to
performs only slightly better that random4, but when selected carefully using a
boosting algorithm, they can be combined to a strong learner.

4For example a short decision tree.
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The first practical example of a boosting algorithm is known as the AdaBoost
algorithm [38] which is still one of the most widely used boosting algorithms.
It takes m labeled training records (x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym) as input, where the
xi’s are in some domain D and the yi’s are binary class labels yi ∈ {+1,−1}.
Each training records is assigned a weight. In a forward stage-wise manner of
t = 1, . . . , T rounds, a new weak learner is selected by trying to correctly classify
the records with high weights. If the learner misclassifies a record, the record’s
weight increases. The final classifier H(x) is then a weighted majority vote of
all the weak learners ht(x) with an assigned weight αt indicating the learner’s
importance:

H(x) = sign
( T∑
t=1

αtht(x)
)

(2.15)

2.5.3 Gradient Boosting

Five years after AdaBoost was introduced, another boosting algorithm called
Gradient Boosting was introduced [39]. It follows the same fundamental idea
as AdaBoost, but instead of up-weighting records that are misclassified, Gradi-
ent Boosting finds difficult records by the gradient of the loss function of the
computation in previous iterations.

2.5.4 The Curse of Dimensionality

Coined by Bellman in 1961, ”the curse of dimensionality” [40] says that the
classifier’s performance decreases as the dimensionality of the vectors increases
(Figure 2.8). To mitigate this performance issue for classifying vectors of high
dimensions, several techniques have been proposed to reduce the dimensionality
space.

Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a linear dimensionality reduction tech-
nique that tries to find the principal components of the data. PCA transforms
the data from one vector space to a new lower-dimensional space where the first
dimensions retain most of the original variation [41]. In other words, it puts the
data in a new coordinate system where the first axis corresponds to the compo-
nent that explains the greatest variance in the data.
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Figure 2.8: The Curse of Dimensionality. For an optimal performance a clas-
sifier requires some number of features. As this increases further, the performance
of the classifiers weakens.

2.6 Software Design and Tools

To implement the proposed system in this thesis, several tools and architectural
patterns were used. How this thesis’ components and their platforms are con-
nected is summarized in the architectural view in Appendix A.

2.6.1 Microservices

Microservices is a relatively new architectural pattern. The main idea is to build a
set of loosely coupled independent small services that collaborates by doing their
own processes [42]. The services communicates often using representational state
transfer (REST). Microservices enables high modularity and let the developer
choose the service’s platform they deem most fit for the task of the service.

Representational state transfer

REST is a architectural style for distributed systems which comprises of several
principles to design distributed services [43]. First, it is about exposing resources
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on the Web using structured URLs. These resources are transferred from a server
to a client using some form of a representation (often JSON or XML) to represent
the data. Moreover, the server is not aware of the application state of the clients.

Microservices in this thesis

Most of the microservices implemented in this thesis were implemented as REST
APIs using Node.js [44]. Node.js is a JavaScript environment that is used to
run JavaScript on the server-side. To create the API endpoints, the Node.js web
framework Express [45] was used. This was implemented using a superset of
the JavaScript syntax called Typescript [46]. Moreover, for the classification and
recommendation tasks, a microservice written in Python deemed more expedient.
This was written using the Python web framework Flask [47].

2.6.2 Libraries and Third Party APIs

For the implemented microservices to achieve the techniques discussed in the
theory above, several libraries and third party APIs that provides state-of-the-
art techniques, were used.

scikit-learn

scikit-learn [48] is a machine learning library for Python. It offers a wide range
of state-of-the-art techniques for classification, vectorization, similarity measures,
and dimensionality reduction.

TextRazor

TextRazor [49] is a natural language processing tool that offers entity extraction,
text classification, and more. It it connected to multiple knowledge bases—
including Wikidata. By using TextRazor’s REST API, Wikidata entities can be
extracted from free text.

Weather Company Data

The service Weather Company Data from The Weather Company [50] provides
extensive weather forecast for many countries all over the world. Using their
REST API5 it it easy to integrate the service in custom applications.

5Available at https://twcservice.mybluemix.net/rest-api/.

https://twcservice.mybluemix.net/rest-api/
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2.6.3 Progressive Web Applications

The term Progressive Web Applications (PWA) was first coined in a blog post
by Russel [51]. PWA is an approach for developing mobile applications using
modern web capabilities to deliver an ”app-like” experience to the user.

In [52], Biørn-Hansen et al. pointed out a lack of academic involvement
in PWA research, which denotes a significant knowledge gap. Moreover, they
showed how PWAs’ much lower size of installation and with a competitive launch
time, poses as an intriguing development approach compared to the much used
hybrid and interpreted approaches.

Angular

In this thesis, a mobile application developed in Google’s front-end web app
framework Angular [53] is developed with capabilities for a PWA.

2.6.4 Database Management Systems

Modern web applications and IoT applications requires database management
systems that can handle massive volume of data that are both semi-structured
and unstructured. Moreover, they have other requirements than traditional ap-
plications when it comes to availability and partition tolerance. NoSQL (Not
Only SQL) solves the shortcomings that traditional relational database manage-
ment systems have for these requirements [54]. In this section, some NoSQL
databases that were carefully selected for the system in the thesis’ system, are
described.

Document-oriented database

Document-oriented databases stores data as a collection of documents of self-
describing data. The fact that the documents are self-describing means that
document-oriented databases require no specific schema for the data. In this
thesis, MongoDB [55] is used, which store its documents in a BSON (Binary
JSON) format.

Graph database

Graph databases represent their data as graphs with nodes and edges between
them. Nodes and edges are often labeled, storing data about the associated
nodes. A very popular Java-based graph database called Neo4j [56] uses a data
model using concepts of nodes and relationships. The relationships can be viewed
as the edges between the nodes. Neo4j comes with a rich query language called
Cypher which makes it easy to traverse the graph for queries.
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Time series database

Time series databases lies in the heart of IoT applications. Sensors in IoT ap-
plications are generating a vast amount of data entries per second. Traditional
databases are not capable of handling the same kind of velocity. Hence, time
series databases are designed for this special purpose to facilitate faster data re-
trieval and high query loads of large chunks of timestamped data. InfluxDB [57]
is an example of such a database that comes with an expressive SQL-like query
language and high performing query HTTP APIs.

2.6.5 Continuous Delivery

In a world where customers requires frequently demonstration of progress of their
software and quick fixes of bugs is vital for companies’ economy, demands a way
to shorten the time to production of software systems. Continuous delivery is
a software engineering approach that ensures that software is readily available
for production mode at any time [58]. Docker [59] is an OS-level container-based
virtualization method. By developing applications in so called Docker containers,
enables continuous delivery.



Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter aims to give a brief survey of the related work that is closely akin
to the system described in this thesis. Additional related work that is in some
parts similar to the system, is given in the corresponding related work sections
in the papers.

3.1 Physical Wardrobes

Some physical smart closets leveraging IoT technology have been proposed in
past work. The system most similar to Connected Closet is a system developed
by Goh et al. [60]. They built a system divided into two parts: ”the hardware
prototype” and ”system software”. The hardware prototype is similar to the
physical closet prototype described in this thesis, with clothing items attached
with RFID tags that can be scanned through a reader. Moreover, the system
software provides some functionality to the user with the aim to guide the user in
selecting clothes. For recommending an outfit they describe a simple algorithm
without much detail or any evaluation.

A work that describes a more detailed outfit recommendation approach, is
found in a paper by Yu-Chu et al. [61]. However, they only assume that RFID
technology is available and the details of the high level architecture is not worked
out. The recommendation approach is based on Bayesian networks that consid-
ers season, temperature, and occasion when generating outfit recommendations.
Moreover, the approach is evaluated in a small user study (n = 10) which shows
that their proposed approach outperforms a baseline.

The earliest works of similar systems are found in [62] and [63]. Here, the
main application seems to be inventory overview. Both these works propose
RFID tags embedded in the clothing hangers instead of the clothing items. This

31
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is possibly because washable RFID tags were not available ten years ago. It
should be mentioned that in [63], Ling et al. does provide clear descriptions on
how to build a user profile that could be use to generate outfit recommendations
in future work.

As seen above, there are some works that can be related to the system de-
scribed in this thesis. However, accuracy evaluations on a real-world dataset are
non-existent in all of these works. Moreover, none of them addresses the recom-
mendations of clothing items to be recycled. It should also be mentioned that the
previous works use pretty old techniques and technologies. While in this thesis,
latest technologies, such as microservices, semantic web, state-of-the-art machine
learning algorithms, etc., are leveraged.

3.2 Virtual Wardrobes

Systems that do not leverage IoT technology requires much more effort from the
users to generate recommendations of clothes. However, the techniques of such
virtual wardrobes can be compared to the mobile application proposed in this
thesis.

In a highly cited paper by Liu et al. [64], they propose a clothing recom-
mendation approach based on the user’s inputted occasion. Based on a latent
support vector machine, the approach finds visual features and attributes in pho-
tos of the user’s clothing items, to generate and rank clothing recommendations.
This approach is evaluated in an offline accuracy evaluation using a large dataset
of clothing photos.

Another work interesting work is a mobile application developed by Dumeljic
et al. [65]. They propose an application that recommends daily outfits based on
the user’s mood. In [65], the application provides functionality to add clothing
items with a photo and annotate them with suitable moods. Possibilities to view
the clothing items in the user’s closet it also available. Moreover, they report from
a user study (n = 10) that the use of moods fascinated the users and motivated
them to use the system.

The last virtual wardrobe to be mentioned is a work by Limaksornkul et
al. [66]. They develop a mobile application that aims to help the users manage
clothes in their closets. In the mobile application, the user can manage his closet,
select clothes, receive suggestions, and view history of previously used items. To
generate suggestions, they propose a statistical-based recommendation engine
that requires the users to select outfit combinations he likes. Based on these
selections, the system will recommend outfits that are similar to the dressing
style identified by the outfit combinations.
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3.3 Other Domains

A natural question that arises when researching recommender systems for smart
closets, is to look for similar architectures and approaches in other domains than
the fashion domain. For this thesis, the only work found that can be considered
as related work is an application proposed by Xie et al. [67]. They propose a
smart refrigerator that leverages RFID technology to collect food information,
perceive user activity, and locate food.
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Abstract: A common problem for many people is deciding on an outfit from a vastly overloaded wardrobe. In this
paper, we present Connected Closet, a semantically enriched Internet of Things solution of a smart closet with
a corresponding mobile application for recommending daily outfits and suggesting garments for recycling
or donation. This paper describes the whole design and architecture for the system, including the physical
closet, the recommender algorithms, the mobile application, and the backend comprising of microservices
implemented using container technology. We show how users can benefit from the system by supporting them
in organizing their wardrobe, and receiving daily personalized outfit suggestions. Moreover, with the system’s
recycling suggestions, the system can be beneficial for the sustainability of the environment and the economy.

1 INTRODUCTION

According to a technical report by the National In-
stitute for Consumer Research, the typical Norwe-
gian has on average 80.4 kg of clothes in their closet
(Klepp and Laitala, 2016). This is equivalent to 359
different clothing items. This suggests that Norwe-
gians have a need for better structuring of the cloth-
ing items in their closets. Moreover, the report states
that 20% of the clothes were never used or only used
a couple of times. This might suggest that the per-
son did not actually like the item they bought from
the clothing retailer. Today, many organizations and
clothing retailers offer checkpoints where people can
deliver garments for recycling or donation. This bene-
fits the sustainability for both the environment and the
economy (Chavan RB, 2014). Moreover, Pruit (2015)
argues that our selection of an outfit influences oth-
ers’ impressions of us and that careful selection of an
outfit is of high importance to our social and cultural
lives.

It has long been spoken of the huge amount of data
generated by user-generated content on the Web. Be-
cause of this exponential growth of data, the era of
big data has arised (Jagadish et al., 2014). This huge
growth of data has resulted in information overload.
This implies a clear need for applications able to help
users navigate through the vast amount of content in

a personalized way. Such applications can be made a
reality by recommender systems. Furthermore, this
vast amount of data also calls for a need to struc-
ture the data available online in a meaningful way
(Bizer et al., 2009). As a result, a huge amount of Re-
source Description Framework (RDF) data has been
published as Linked Open Data (LOD) through the
Linking Open Data project1. This kind of data have
huge potential power and recommender systems can
benefit from this data, generating even more accurate
and personalized recommendations (Figueroa et al.,
2015).

In this paper, we present Connected Closet, a se-
mantically enriched Internet of Things (IoT) smart
closet, using clothing items enabled with radio-
frequency identification (RFID) tags, keeping track of
the clothing items’ usage history. We describe an im-
plementation of a mobile application prototype and
its backend where the users can keep track of what
items currently are in their closets, get recommenda-
tions on what to wear for today, and get recommen-
dations on what to donate and recycle. Furthermore,
we propose three different recommender approaches
in the domain of fashion recommendation.

The work presented in this paper is a collaborative

1https://www.w3.org/wiki/SweoIG/TaskForces/
CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData



effort between the Smartmedia program2 at the Nor-
wegian University of Science and Technology3 and
Accenture Norway4. The Smartmedia program fo-
cuses on mobile context-aware recommender systems
research. The goal of this program is to present a
context-aware, personalized news reading experience
based on deep understanding of the textual content of
news articles. Accenture is a leading management,
strategy, consulting, and technology company em-
ploying approximately 384,000 people. Using tech-
nology, Accenture strives to help businesses create
IT applications to deal with rapid changes caused by
an increasingly digital economy. Using their new IT
strategy, they deliver liquid, connected, and intelli-
gent applications to their clients. In this research
project, Accenture demonstrate how to realize the
new IT strategy, and explore applications in their tech-
nology vision by showcasing the advantages of intel-
ligent automation to their clients.

The contributions of this paper are: (1) the archi-
tecture and design of a smart IoT closet; and (2) three
recommendation techniques for recommending items
in the fashion domain.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the background theory. In Section 3,
we give an overview of related work. In Section 4,
we describe the smart closet and the user interface for
the mobile application, followed by a more detailed
description on how the closet is supported by recom-
mendation technology in Section 5. We conclude with
a summary, and discuss future work and possible ben-
efits of the system.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Linked Data

Today, most of the data on the Web is uploaded as
HTML documents, or raw dumps such as CSV. This
way of uploading data sacrifices much of the Web’s
structure and semantics. Bizer et al. (2009) has out-
lined a set of rules for publishing data by using the
Web to create typed links between the data. By pub-
lishing data according to these rules, computer agents
can read and make sense of the data published, mak-
ing it easier to gather meaningful information from
the Web. Linked Data published under an open li-
cense is called LOD. An example of LOD is Wiki-

2http://research.idi.ntnu.no/SmartMedia/
3http://www.ntnu.edu/
4https://www.accenture.com/no-en/

data5, which is an open knowledge base that can be
read or edited by any human or computer agent. Us-
ing Wikipedia, Wikivoyage, Wikisource, and others
as its central storage, Wikidata contains millions of
RDF triples, following a Subject, Predicate, Object
structure exposed on its SPARQL endpoint.

2.2 Recommender Systems

The objective of a recommender system is to guide
users in making choices by giving them personal-
ized recommendations of items. Typically, recom-
mender systems are classified into collaborative fil-
tering and content-based (Jannach et al., 2010). Col-
laborative filtering generate recommendations on the
idea that if some users shared the same interest on
previous items, they will have similar preferences to
other items as well. Content-based recommendations
base its recommendations on item descriptions and a
user profile. A user profile is a set of a user’s prefer-
ences; the recommender system will then recommend
the items that have the most similar item description
to the user profile.

An interesting challenge for all recommender sys-
tems is computing accurate recommendations when
few user ratings are available. This challenge is
known as the sparsity problem (Jannach et al., 2010).
A special case of the sparsity problem is: (a) dealing
with new users who have not yet rated any items; and
(b) how to recommend new items that has not been
rated yet. These two problems are commonly known
as the new-user and new-item cold-start problem.

The majority of today’s recommender systems ad-
dresses recommendations of items in the domains of
movies, books, and music. Different techniques of the
approaches above are well researched and evaluated
in these domains (Bobadilla et al., 2013).

2.3 Internet of Things

IoT is a set of Internet-connected devices embedded
with hardware, software, sensor, actuators, identifiers,
and network technologies. These devices collect and
exchange data with each other and other components
on the Internet, generating a vast amount of data ev-
ery day (Gubbi et al., 2013). IoT meets the need for
data-on-demand by intuitive interactions with ubiqui-
tous computing devices. Furthermore, IoT has been
identified as one of the key trends that organizations
must keep track of to gain competitive advantage, and
that the market adaptation is predicted to take 5–10
years.

5https://www.wikidata.org/



The applications in the domains that will be and
has been impacted by IoT devices range from control
of home equipment such as refrigerators, to monitor-
ing the water quality in cities.

3 RELATED WORK

Several works have been done on enabling Linked
Data into recommender systems in order to improve
their recommendation algorithms (Figueroa et al.,
2015).

Heitmann and Hayes (2010) describe a recom-
mender system that tries to mitigate i) the new-item
problem; ii) the new user problem; and iii) the spar-
sity problem of recommendations of music by utiliz-
ing Linked Data. They transformed RDF graphs into
a user-item matrix by using data from MySpace and
data about a Wikipedia editor’s homepage. Their re-
sults showed that by enabling Linked Data, the aver-
age precision increased by 14% and the average recall
increased by 33%.

Di Noia et al. (2012) propose a recommender sys-
tem that relies exclusively on information extracted
from the Web of Data. For recommending movies
they propose a content-based recommender system
using the SPARQL endpoints exposed by DBpedia,
LinkedMDB, and Freebase as the base of their rec-
ommender system. To compute similarities between
movies they used the Vector Space Model, represent-
ing the whole RDF as a 3-dimensional matrix where
each slice refers to an ontology property. Given a
property, each movie is seen as a vector. For a given
slice, the similarity is computed between the corre-
lating movie vectors by calculating the cosine angle
between the vectors.

Tomeo et al. (2016) generated a dataset consist-
ing of Facebook likes of music, books, and movies.
First, they mapped the likes to entities in DBpe-
dia to enrich the item profiles in the dataset. Then,
they compared the dataset on different graph-based
recommender systems and matrix factorization sys-
tems. Overall, the graph-based algorithm, PathRank
showed the most promising results.

Many prototypes of smart IoT closets for sug-
gesting outfits by using RFID technology have been
made in the past (Goh et al., 2011; Ling et al., 2007;
Toney et al., 2006). These prototypes show some very
promising techniques for IoT closets and are built
on the same fundamental techniques as described in
this paper. These techniques involves attaching RFID
tags to the clothing items or hangers, which can be
scanned by a reader in the closet, and then broadcast-
ing a message about the state of the item to a database.

Moreover, similar to our system, some of them also
enable weather data or calendar integration (Schaad
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2012). As far as we know, none
of them utilize LOD as we do in our system. More-
over, none of them focus on recommending clothing
items that the user might want to donate or recycle.
Research and evaluation of the recommender algo-
rithms in these studies are lacking or has been scoped
out.

Ingvaldsen et al. (2015) propose a recommen-
dation technique for how personalized and location
aware news recommendations can be constructed
based on the users’ contexts. Moreover, they show
how the recommended content can be enriched by us-
ing Wikidata. In our prototype of Connected Closet,
we use similar techniques to combine Wikidata with
context aware user ratings to construct location aware
recommendations based on the weather at the user’s
location.

External 

services

Mobile applicationCloset

RFID tag

Cloud

RFID

Figure 1: High level architecture.

4 ARCHITECTURE

The main parts of the prototype are constructed as
follows. As shown in Figure 1, the closet is em-
bedded with a Raspberry PI6, a tiny computer, which
is connected to an RFID reader. When an end-user
touches the RFID tag of a clothing item onto the RFID
reader, the Raspberry PI will broadcast a message
to the backend of the prototype which is constructed
of microservices running in the cloud, each perform-
ing their own designated task. The mobile applica-
tion communicates with the microservices, provid-
ing the end-user with recommendations and inventory
overview. Moreover, the high level architecture con-

6https://www.raspberrypi.org/



tains external services which consists of third party
APIs, such as weather data and LOD.

The components of Connected Closet are con-
nected as follows.

4.1 Closet

The computer embedded in the physical closet runs
a Python script listening to scans of clothing items.
When a scanning occurs, the script broadcasts a Mes-
sage Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) message
containing timestamp, item id, user id of the closet
owner, and the status of the clothing item (whether it
is being checked in or out of the closet). Additionally,
by using LED lights and speakers connected to the
computer, the user receives feedback on an item scan.
A red light indicates an insertion, while green light
indicates extraction. This is implemented to main-
tain consistency between the physical clothing items
in the closet and the status of the items stored by
the microservices. To implement this, we used ideas
from Fog Computing (Bonomi et al., 2012) and im-
plemented a local cache database in the embedded
computer that keeps track of the status of the latest
item scans. Additionally, this prevents the Python
script in broadcasting unnecessary messages, such as
double scans.

Figure 2: Prototype of the physical closet.

Figure 2 shows a picture of an early version of
the prototype, including the physical closet embed-
ded with the Raspberry PI. The prototype is built for
demonstration purposes, and to show how human in-
teraction with the closet would work in practice.

4.2 Backend

The backend of the prototype (Figure 3) consists
of five main components implemented as microser-

vices: the inventory service, the history service,
the catalog service, the recommender service, and
the closet service. All the microservices and their
databases have been implemented using container-
based virtualization with Docker7. This type of
virtualization is an operating-system-level virtualiza-
tion method for running distributed applications with-
out the need for launching an entire virtual ma-
chine. With such container-based microservices,
the whole solution benefits from a horizontal scal-
able architecture composed of small, indepenedent,
and highly coupled components communicating with
each other by means of Representational State Trans-
fer (REST) with the Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP). The main components of the backend are de-
scribed throughout the section.

History
service

Closet
service

Log
storage

Closet
storage

Catalog
service

Inventory
service

Wikidata
Item

storage

Message
broker

Weather
API

SPARQL

MQTT

Recommender
service

Figure 3: Detailed architecture of the backend.

4.2.1 The Inventory Service

The inventory service is responsible for storing data
about the clothing items registered to an owner of
a closet. The service stores its data in a document-
oriented database. Each owner of a closet is assigned
their own document in this database. The owner’s
clothing items are represented as a list of triples con-
taining the unique id of the clothing item, the article
number of the item, and the status of the item (inside
or outside of closet). Moreover, this service stores
user information such as username and favorite out-
fits. The favorite outfits are represented as a list of
tuples containing two items, one top and one bottom.

When the service receives the MQTT message,
the service will then take note of which user the scan-
ning came from and update the user’s document in the
database.

7https://www.docker.com/



4.2.2 The History Service

The history service is responsible for logging every
scan that occurs in the closet. A time-series database
is connected to this service for storing each log entry.
For each scanning, a record containing the item id, the
timestamp, status of the item, and current temperature
will be saved. Furthermore, this service writes usage
history and temperatures to a database shared with the
recommender and the catalog service.

4.2.3 The Catalog Service

The catalog service is responsible for handling data
about all the different clothing items that are sup-
ported by a Connected Closet. A supported item is an
item connected to an RFID tag with its article number
stored in the database shared with the history and the
recommender service. This service handles match-
ing clothing items and other item properties, such as
color.

Furthermore, this service is set up to communicate
with Wikidata via Wikidata’s SPARQL endpoint, se-
mantically enriching the clothing items in the shared
database. E.g., if one clothing items is registered to
have the color ’navy’ and another item is ’blue’, the
results from Wikidata will include similar description
to both of these colors, making the similarity between
the item descriptions even stronger. This is also done
on other item properties where this is expedient.

4.2.4 The Recommender Service

The recommender service lies in the heart of the
recommendation approaches explained in Section 5.
This service uses the item ratings and the descrip-
tive item data stored in the shared database, called
Item storage. This database is implemented as a graph
database. Figure 4 shows a simplified example of how
the data is represented in the database.

To realize the recommendation approaches, the
service employs different machine learning libraries.

4.2.5 The Closet Service

The closet service is responsible for providing the
mobile application with meaningful information gath-
ered from the lower level services. It generates a set of
the closet overview by joining the data from the cata-
log service and the inventory service. Using weather
data and item status from inventory as input to the
recommender service, the recommender service will
return a list of recommended outfits. For getting re-
cycling recommendations from the recommender ser-
vices, it uses data gathered from the history service.

:ClothingItem{
name: ”T-shirt”,
type: ”top”,
color: ”red”,
temp_range: [10, 30]

}

:User{
user_id: 1

}

:ClothingItem{
name: ”Jeans”,
type: ”bottom”,
color: ”blue”,
temp_range: [-5, 20]

}

:USER_RATING{
rating: 0.8

}

:USER_RATING{
rating: 0.4

}

:MATCHES_WITH{
match_weight: 0.4

}

Figure 4: Example of data representation in Item storage.

4.3 Mobile Application

A progressive web application is developed to make
the closet explorable on mobile devices. In this ap-
plication, the user is allowed to view suggestions for
today’s outfit, view an inventory of their closet, and
view suggestions on what clothing items to recycle or
donate.

The mobile application communicates with the
closet service by REST through HTTP. A web server
is set up in the middle to handle traffic and connec-
tions using Nginx8.

4.3.1 User Interface

To view suggestions for today’s outfit, the user
chooses the Outfit button from the lower menu bar.
Figure 5a shows an illustration of the outfit sugges-
tion view. In the top of the view, the weather and
location for the user is displayed. Below is the sug-
gested outfit. The user can modify the suggested outfit
by clicking on the arrows next to the clothing items of
the outfit. If the user wants to go back to what the
system has recommended for today, they can use the
Today’s suggestion button, loading the initial recom-
mendation. The user can save the outfit displayed as
a favorite by using the button next to Today’s sugges-
tion. Furthermore, the user can browse through a list
of top-k outfit recommendations by swiping up and
down on the screen.

Figure 5b shows an example of a closet overview.
By choosing the My Closet button from the menu, the
overview of the user’s closet is displayed. Here, the
user can browse all the clothing items registered to
their closet and see item status indicated by a closet
icon with a check mark. Moreover, a filtering function

8https://nginx.org/en/



(a) Outfit suggestion (b) Closet overview (c) Recycling suggestion
Figure 5: Screenshots from the Connected Closet prototype.

is implemented to help the user navigate through the
closet overview more easily.

By choosing the More button from the menu, the
user is displayed with a list of items rarely used and a
suggestion to recycle these items. Figure 5c shows a
suggestion for two items that have not been used for
the past 6 months.

5 FASHION RECOMMENDATION

In this section we describe how the whole system is
supported by recommender technology. We describe
how the item properties needed to do fashion recom-
mendation are determined. Furthermore, we divide
fashion recommendation into outfit recommendation
and recycling recommendation.

5.1 Ratings

The user ratings used in fashion recommendation are
determined depending on several context factors. The
context factors for determining the user rating of an
item are:

• Usage history: How often an item has been ex-
tracted from the user’s closet affects the item’s rat-
ing. It is safe to assume that a frequently used item
is an item that the user likes. Therefore, an item

that is used on a weekly basis will have a high
rating.

• Current season: Some clothing items are seasonal.
E.g., a winter jacket will have higher rating during
the winter, and a low rating in the summer.

• Weather: Much like season, some items are
weather dependent, e.g., rain coat. The rating of
such items will therefore be affected by the daily
weather.

• Taste profile: As the user saves outfits as favorites,
the items in the outfits will increase their user rat-
ings.

Using these factors as input, the rating of an item is
set using a 10-star rating scale.

5.2 Matches and Suitable Temperatures

For determining matching clothing tops and bottoms
in the catalog service, we calculate a weight between
the two items and assign it to their edge. Initially, all
tops and bottoms match each other with a weight of
0.0. When two items are checked out of the closet
during the same 2-hour time period, the weight be-
tween these items increase with α. Furthermore,
when a user saves an outfit as a favorite using the
mobile application, the weight increases by β. The
matching weight cannot exceed 1.0.

All clothing items are saved in the catalog service
with a suitable temperature range property. The suit-



able temperature range is the range of temperatures in
which a clothing item is comfortable to wear. This
range is determined by the average temperature of all
the checkouts of a clothing item, calculated by For-
mula 1:

st(i) =
1
N
(

N

∑
j=1

Ci, j,temp)±δ ◦C, (1)

where N is the number of checkouts of clothing item i
in Ci and δ is a constant determining the length of the
range.

5.3 Outfit Recommendation

In our system, two approaches for outfit recommen-
dation are implemented. The first approach uses
ideas from collaborative filtering, while the second
approach is a pure content-based approach enabled
with LOD.

For an item to be included in a recommended out-
fit it must be: (1) inside the closet; and (2) the current
temperature must be inside the items suitable temper-
ature range.

5.3.1 Outfit-Item Matrix

In the first approach, we transform the outfits saved
as favorites by the end-users into an outfit-item ma-
trix. In this matrix, each column represents a favorite
outfit of an end-user. The rows represent every item
supported by Connected Closet and that is part of a
user’s favorite outfit. Table 1 shows an example of an
outfit-item matrix with three outfits and four items.
All outfits is associated with a weight, e.g, w1. These
weights are based on number of likes of the outfit and
are used to determine the strength of the outfit, mak-
ing it easier to neglect outfits favorited by few users.

Table 1: Example of an outfit-item matrix.

Outfit 1 Outfit 2 Outfit 3
w1 w2 w3

Item 1 × ×
Item 2 ×
Item 3 × ×
Item 4 ×

Using this matrix as training data, different clas-
sification algorithms are applied to classify outfits as
good or neutral. A good outfit means an outfit that
can be recommended to the user. While outfits classi-
fied as neutral are outfits that the users either does not
like or has not been rated yet, and will therefore not
be recommended to the users. In our method, we first
create outfits combinations of the items that fit our

inclusion criteria. Then, we input these outfits into
the classification model. Outfits that are classified as
good will then be recommended to the user.

5.3.2 Vector Space Model

For our content-based approach, we use a vector
space model similar to the one proposed by Di Noia
et al. (2012). Using the user ratings stored in the item
storage, we build a user profile consisting of clothing
items with a rating above λ, using Formula 2:

pro f ile(u) = {ci | rui > λ}, (2)

where rui is rating of clothing item ci for user u.
We then generate a ranked list of all the clothing

items in the user’s closet using Formula 3:

r̄(u,ci) =

∑
c j∈pro f ile(u)

sim(c j,ci)

|pro f ile(u)| , (3)

where sim(c j,ci) is a similarity measure between the
vectors representing the clothing items c j and ci.

We then filter out a list of top-k outfits based on
our inclusion criteria and the match weight between
the tops and bottoms.

5.4 Recycling Recommendation

For recommending items that may be of interest for
recycling by the end-user, the system returns a list of
the three lowest rated items that have been rarely used
in the past 12 months. By using a time period of min-
imum 12 months it safe to recommend items that are
also seasonal.

An identified problem with the proposed tech-
nique is the new user cold-start problem. The owner
of a Connected Closet should be able to get relevant
recycling recommendations from the day that they
acquire the closet. This problem, and other tech-
niques for recycling recommendation will be explored
in later research.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

The described prototype is an ongoing project with
some development still remaining. A full evaluation
and validation will be performed in later research. In
this paper we have proposed a novel IoT system for
doing fashion recommendation using modern tech-
nologies, such as LOD, microservices, containers,
and progressive web apps. The proposed system can



guide users in making daily outfit selections and ef-
ficiently organize their wardrobe in an environment-
friendly way. Furthermore, if the system were to be
integrated in a clothing retailer’s supply chain and
used by their customers, the retailer could generate
targeted ads and provide relevant recommendations to
their customers.

As an initial evaluation, the prototype has been
showcased at various IT conferences and events.
At these events, the participants have been given a
demonstration of the prototype and have had the op-
portunity to try out the prototype for themselves. The
response from the participants has been positive, and
many participants have expressed that they would
benefit from such a system in their everyday lives.

Future work will be devoted to gathering data for a
dataset that can be used for accuracy evaluation of the
recommendation approaches. Moreover, we aim to do
an user-centric evaluation of the recommender system
in order to evaluate the user satisfaction. Some other
topics we would like to research further and include
in our system are occasion-based outfit recommenda-
tions and recommendations from retailers.
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ABSTRACT
A conventional collaborative �ltering approach using a standard
utility matrix fails to capture the aspect of matching clothing items
when recommending daily fashion out�ts. Moreover, it is chal-
lenged by the new user cold-start problem. In this paper, we de-
scribe a novel approach for guiding users in selecting daily fashion
out�ts, by providing out�t recommendations from a system con-
sisting of an Internet of �ings wardrobe enabled with RFID tech-
nology and a corresponding mobile application. We show where a
conventional collaborative �ltering approach comes short when rec-
ommending fashion out�ts, and how our novel approach—powered
by machine learning algorithms—shows promising results in the do-
main of fashion recommendation. Evaluation of our novel approach
using a real-world dataset demonstrates the system’s e�ectiveness
and its ability to provide daily out�t recommendations that are rele-
vant to the users. A non-comparable evaluation of the conventional
approach is also given.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Information systems →Evaluation of retrieval results; Web
applications; •Computing methodologies →Classi�cation and
regression trees;

KEYWORDS
Recommender Systems, Machine Learning, Fashion Recommenda-
tion, Collaborative Filtering, Internet of �ings

1 INTRODUCTION
Selecting an out�t every morning is a task that many people strug-
gle with, o�en due to time constraints or the feeling of having
nothing to wear. In [20], Pruit argues that our selection of an out�t
in�uences other people’s impressions of us, and that it is of high
importance to our cultural lives. Moreover, the average Norwegian
has 359 unique garments in their closets [15]. �is suggests that
people need guidance and suggestions for selecting an out�t from
their clothing haystack each morning.
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Klepp and Laitala found that 20% of clothes bought by Norwe-
gians were never or rarely used [15]. A reason for this might be that
they did not actually like the item they bought or that the item did
not match any existing clothing items in their closet. �is informa-
tion is very valuable to the clothing retailer. With such information,
the retailer can map the customer’s taste pro�le and generate tar-
geted ads for the customer, reducing the number of unnecessary
purchases, and increasing the number of satis�ed customers.

Generating such out�t suggestions and targeted ads can be made
a reality by recommender systems. A recommender system tries to
predict the rating value of a user-item combination, where the user
has indicated their ratings for other items in the past [1]. �e system
tracks these ratings by receiving user feedback. User feedback
is classi�ed into explicit and implicit. Explicit feedback is when
the user explicitly rates an item on, e.g., a 5-star scale. Implicit
feedback records other user interactions, e.g., how long a user
spends on a web page on a certain topic. With the retrieved ratings
by user feedback, the recommender system can predict the user’s
ratings of new items, and suggest the items with a high predicted
rating. One of the most successful recommendation technique is
called collaborative �ltering (CF) [22]. CF recommends items on the
assumption that users who have interacted in similar ways before,
will have common interests in the future as well. Conventional CF
bases its recommendations from a matrix called the utility matrix,
which captures every rating value for the user-item combinations
known to the system [17]. Table 1 shows an example of such a
matrix, consisting of user-item combinations of users and movies.
A known challenge in CF is called new user cold-start problem. �is
challenge is about how to recommend items to new users that have
not rated any items yet. Suppose we were to introduce a fourth
user in Table 1. �e user-item combinations for this fourth user
would all have ’?’ as a value. How to then recommend items to this
user is not an easy task.

Table 1: Example of a utility matrix.

Titanic �e Godfather Pulp Fiction �e Notebook
Alice 5 2 ? ?
Bob 2 ? 4 1
Charlie 4 1 5 4

Recommending individual items, such as in Table 1, is what
nearly all recommender systems are focusing on. In recent years,
recommendations of collections, such as music playlists [12, 13, 23],
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has gained a lot of a�ention. Hansen and Golbeck identi�ed some
key aspects that a�ects the recommendation of collections [10].
One aspect that especially applies to out�t recommendation is the
co-occurrence interaction e�ect. Matching clothing items (items
that go well together) will have a positive interaction e�ect when
they co-occur together, and will therefore generate a more relevant
out�t recommendation to the user.

In [16], we proposed Connected Closet, a system consisting of
an Internet of �ings wardrobe enabled with an RFID reader, so
that clothing items with RFID tags can be checked in and out of
the closet, generating implicit feedback on clothing items the user
likes. Using a mobile application, the user can give explicit feedback
on out�t he likes, and receive daily out�t recommendations based
on outside temperature and wardrobe inventory. In this paper,
we describe an implementation of the proposed system. We show
where a conventional CF approach comes short in terms of the
new user cold-start problem and where it fails to capture the co-
occurrence e�ect between items. Moreover, we propose a novel
CF approach that mitigate the shortcomings of the conventional
approach and implement the novel approach into the proposed
system. Evaluations using a real-world dataset are performed on
both approaches.

�e main contributions of this paper are;
(1) a novel CF approach for recommending daily fashion out-

�ts; and
(2) an accuracy evaluation of the approach using di�erent

classi�cation algorithms.
�is work is a joint e�ort between the Smartmedia program1

at NTNU2 and Accenture Norway3. �e Smartmedia program is
researching mobile context-aware recommender systems. While, in
this work, Accenture’s main goal is to research modern technology
for building web-based information systems and to keep track of
technology key trends, such as Internet of �ings.

�e rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
give an overview of related work, followed by a description of the
proposed system in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the concept
of out�t recommendation. �e recommendation approaches are
described in Section 5 and Section 6. Evaluation of the approaches
is given in Section 7. We conclude with a summary and discuss
future work in Section 8.

2 RELATEDWORK
�ere are not many systems addressing daily out�t recommen-
dations from either an Internet of �ings wardrobe or a virtual
wardrobe. In this section, we give an overview of the state of the
art, identify gaps in these works, and show where our system di�ers
from past work and how it complements previous work.

Dumeljic et al. propose a virtual wardrobe implemented as a
mobile application [6]. By explicitly stating the user’s current
mood, the user can add clothing items that best �t the mood, to the
virtual inventory. In [6], the out�t recommendation approach is not
described and has not been implemented in the system. Moreover,
a user study of ten people was conducted, where they concluded

1h�p://research.idi.ntnu.no/SmartMedia/
2h�p://www.ntnu.edu/
3h�ps://www.accenture.com/no-en

that mood is a motivator for selecting out�ts, but that users would
be more invested in the system if it also considered weather.

In [19], Limaksornkul et al. also propose a mobile application
used as a virtual wardrobe. �ey try to solve the problem of e�-
ciently managing closet inventory and guiding users in selecting
clothes based on the user’s fashion style, trends, their friends’ styles,
weather, and occasion. In the mobile application, the users can man-
age their clothes, and receive statistical-based, weather-based, and
event-based clothing suggestions. �e statistical-based recommen-
dation engine is preliminary and is the only approach that takes
user’s preferences into account. Moreover, no evaluation of the
system is given.

A smart wardrobe system is proposed by Goh et al. in [9]. Here,
garments a�ached to RFID tags can be scanned in the user’s closet.
Using a system application, the user can get clothing recommenda-
tions based on the user’s mood, preferred color or and occasion.

Yu-Chu et al. propose a recommendation system using a modi-
�ed Bayesian network for generating out�t recommendations from
the user’s clothing items enabled with RFID tags stored in a smart
wardrobe [24]. By taking weather, season, and occasion into consid-
eration, the system �rst select a top, and then �nds bo�oms which
match the selected top. �e process of selecting a bo�om depend on
user feedback rating the combination. An experiment on 10 users
concluded that the proposed system gave more satis�ed users than
a baseline using a basic Bayesian network without user feedback.

An important aspect that needs to be mentioned is that virtual
wardrobes are heavily dependent on explicit user feedback, while
the Internet of �ings wardrobes can make use of implicit user
feedback as well.

As seen in the works above, most of the recommender systems
are preliminary, and does not contain clear steps for the recom-
mendation algorithm. �e ones that do have an implemented rec-
ommender system only have user studies and are lacking accuracy
evaluation of their recommendations. In this paper, we describe a
fully implemented prototype, using similar architecture to [9] and
[24], enabled with a novel recommendation approach evaluated on
a real-world dataset. To the best of our knowledge, our novel ap-
proach is a completely unique way of generating recommendations
using CF. �is is mostly because the majority of CF recommender
systems today, are heavily based on the utility matrix [22], which
is not present in our approach.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we describe the architecture of the smart wardrobe
proposed in [16]. Moreover, we explain how the users receive
recommendations through the mobile application which is a part
of the architecture. We built and implemented a prototype of the
whole system and created a short demonstration video available at
h�ps://goo.gl/rZBZqo.

3.1 Architecture
Figure 1 shows a high-level view of the architecture. �e Closet
is embedded with a Raspberry PI4 connected to an RFID reader.
Clothing items enabled with an RFID tag and that has their id
number stored in the Cloud, are clothing items that are compatible
4A tiny computer. See h�ps://www.raspberrypi.org/
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Figure 1: High level architecture.

with the system. Such clothing items can be manually scanned
through the RFID reader. When a scanning occurs, a message gets
broadcasted to multiple services deployed in the Cloud. �ese
services include—among others—a recommender service and an
inventory service. By communicating with each other and a third-
party Weather API, they provide out�t recommendations to the
Mobile Application.

3.2 Mobile Application
When the user opens the mobile application, he gets displayed a
recommendation for an out�t that suits today’s temperature and
is inside the user’s closet. By swiping through a list, the user is
displayed multiple recommended out�ts. Moreover, the user can
modify the recommended out�t by using the arrows that corre-
sponds to each clothing item. By clicking a Save bu�on, the user
gives an explicit positive feedback on the displayed out�t, indicating
that the user has this out�t as one of his favorites.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the mobile application.

4 OUTFIT RECOMMENDATION
We de�ne an out�t, denoted o, as a tuple of two items, c1 and c2,
where c1 is a top and c2 is a bo�om. Although clothing out�ts can
also contain more, or less, than two items, the current version of
our system only addresses out�ts of two items. �is is with the
assumption that most out�ts comprise of one top and one bo�om.
Recommendation of out�ts consisting of a one-piece, e.g., a dress,
or with additional accessories, is planned for later research.

4.1 Inclusion Criteria
To ensure that the user receives out�t recommendations that are
relevant for a given day, we de�ne an inclusion criteria for the cloth-
ing items that can be part of a recommended out�t. �e inclusion
criteria are de�ned as follows:

(1) Clothing item must be inside the closet. �e status of
the item is determined by the latest RFID tag scan.

(2) Clothing item must be suitable for current weather.
Items are stored in a database with a suitable temperature
range property. �is is the range of temperatures a clothing
item is comfortable to wear. �e outside temperature at
time of recommendation, must be inside the item’s suitable
temperature range.

All clothing items that are owned by a user ui and �ts the inclu-
sion criteria is represented as a set I (ui ). All out�t combinations
that can be generated from I (ui ) are added to the set O(ui ).

4.2 User Ratings
�e favored out�ts indicated (explicitly or implicitly) by the user,
are stored in the system using unary positive-only values. Out�ts
that have not been rated are out�ts that the users either do not like
or have not been seen or used together from the user’s closetC(ui ).
Not rated out�ts will be referred to as ’neutral’ out�ts in the rest of
this paper.

4.3 Recommended Out�ts
�e list of recommended out�ts that the user receives in the mobile
application is generated by the system’s recommender service that
returns the set R(ui ) of recommended out�ts for the user.

4.4 Notation
All the notations de�ned in this section are summarized in Table 2.
�ese notations will be used throughout the paper.

Table 2: Notations used in this paper.

Notation Description

ui �e ith user (owner) of a closet.
c j �e jth clothing item.
ok = (c1, c2) An out�t of c1 and c2.
C(ui ) = {c1, . . . , cl } Every clothing items the user owns.
I (ui ) = {c1, . . . , cm } Clothes ��ing the inclusion criteria.
O(ui ) = {o1, . . . ,on } Out�t combinations of items in I (ui ).
R(ui ) = {o1, . . . ,op } Out�ts recommended to the user.
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5 RETHINKING CONVENTIONAL CF
In this section, we introduce an approach for out�t recommendation
using a conventional utility matrix for collaborative �ltering. We
discuss where this approach comes short, and introduce a novel
approach for out�t recommendation using an out�t-item matrix.

5.1 Conventional CF Approach
An obvious solution to recommending fashion out�ts is to map the
users’ favorite out�ts onto a utility matrix U , consisting of users
and out�ts. �en, using a neighborhood model, one could predict
new out�ts for users by comparing the user’s interaction pa�ern
with users with same interaction pa�ern. To recommend the daily
out�ts R(ui ), we need to match the predicted out�ts with the items
that �t the inclusion criteria I (ui ), and �lter out out�ts that does
not contain only such items. �e approach is illustrated in Figure 6.

�e �rst problem with this approach is that it can only recom-
mend out�ts that have been favored by other users. In other words,
it cannot generate completely new out�ts, and therefore fails to
capture the co-occurrence e�ect between individual items. An-
other problem with this approach is that it is challenged by the
new user cold-start problem. Users who have not favored any out-
�ts or checked out any items, cannot receive recommendations.
Lastly, privacy is becoming a huge concern in recommender sys-
tems [2, 3], and in this approach, we store all the users’ ratings in
one centralized matrix, causing a huge risk for the users’ privacy.

5.2 Novel Out�t-Item Matrix Apprach
By basing our recommendations on the idea that users that have
similar items in their closets will also have similar taste in out�ts,
we propose a novel approach where we rethink the conventional
approach by completely transforming the utility matrix. In Figure 4,
we create a matrix Z , where the columns represent out�ts, and the
rows represent the clothing items that compose the out�t. Each
out�t is associated with a weight w . �is weight is the number

Neighborhood model

Filter 
functionI(ui) R(ui)

U =

0
BB@

o1 . . . ok

u1 · · ·
... · · ·
un · · ·

1
CCA

Figure 3: Conventional CF approach using a utility matrix.

of users who have favored an out�t. Using Z and W , we train
a classi�er using a classi�cation model. Out�ts that have been
favored by users and have an associated weight above 0 will be
classi�ed as ’positive’, while out�ts with an associated weight of
0 will be classi�ed as ’neutral’. When the model has been trained,
we generate all the possible out�t combinations O(ui ), of the items
that �t the inclusion criteria for the given user ui . By using the
classi�er, we can now recommend the out�ts that are classi�ed as
’positive’ to the user R(ui ).

�e advantages of this approach are that it captures the co-
occurrence interaction e�ect between two clothing items. �is is
because it considers the clothing items that an out�t is composed of,
instead of just looking at the out�ts as a whole. Moreover, it is not
challenged by the new user cold-start problem because we assume
that people that own similar clothing items will have same taste in
out�ts as well. Lastly, this approach has a huge advantage in terms
of user privacy, because it does not need to store the user-item
combinations in one centralized matrix.

In Figure 5, we give an example of a possible recommendation
pipeline that can occur in our system using the novel approach. To
the le� is the set of all the clothing items owned by the user. By
inpu�ing this and the current outside temperature at the user’s
location, the function f1 �lters out and generates possible out�ts
for recommendation wrt. the inclusion criteria. �ese out�ts are
then inpu�ed to f2, which follows the same steps as described in
Figure 4. In the end of the pipeline, we get the generated set of
recommended out�ts that is displayed in the mobile application.

Although not implemented in our system, this approach could
be easily used by a clothing retailer to generate targeted ads by
inpu�ing clothing items from the retailer together with the user’s
clothing items in C(ui ). �en, the clothing retailer could recom-
mend new out�ts that the users might want to buy, or individual
items that would make a great out�t with clothing items already
owned by the user.

Classification model

ClassifierO(ui) R(ui)

Z =

0
BB@

o1 · · · ok

c1 · · ·
... · · ·
cn · · ·

1
CCA W =

0
B@

w1

...
wk

1
CA

Figure 4: Novel approach using an out�t-item matrix.
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Figure 5: Example of a possible recommendation pipeline using the novel approach.

6 RECOMMENDATION MODEL
In this section, we present the recommendation model for our
novel approach using di�erent classi�cation models. �e chosen
classi�cation models are widely known and perform well in many
domains [4, 5]. �e classi�cation models also include a baseline
classi�er. Moreover, we introduce some neighborhood models that
are applied with the conventional approach.

6.1 Classi�cation Models
Naı̈ve Bayes. Assuming the a�ributes of the samples are con-

ditionally independent and given the sample’s class labels, Naı̈ve
Bayes assigns a test sample the class label Y by maximizing the
numerator in this equation [18]:

P(Y | X ) =
P(Y )∏d

i=1 P(Xi | Y )
P(X ) , (1)

where X is a set of d a�ributes.

Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost). Over the recent years, classi�ca-
tion techniques known as ensemble methods have gained a lot of
a�ention. One of the most popular ones is AdaBoost. It aggregates
over a set of weak learners ht (x) that tends to perform slightly
be�er than a random classi�er. �e �nal classi�er H (x) is then
obtained by ensembling the weak learners by a weighted majority
voting scheme using this equation [7]:

H (x) = siдn
( T∑
t=1

αtht (x)
)
, (2)

where αt is the assigned weight for each weak learner.
To pick the weak learners, each training sample is associated

with a weight indicting its importance. AdaBoost will then pick
its weak learners in a forward stage-wise manner by focusing on
predicting the high-weight samples correctly.

Gradient Boosting. Another popular ensemble method that relies
on a set of weak learners is called Gradient Boosting. It follows
the same fundamental idea as AdaBoost, but instead of focusing on
the sample weights when picking its weak learners, it focuses on
gradients [8].

Uniform. As a baseline, we use a classi�er that generates class
predictions uniformly at random.

6.2 Neighborhood Models
To predict the ratings of the user-out�t combinations in the matrix
U , given in Figure 6, we apply the user-based neighborhood model
[1]. �is model predicts user ratings by �nding users that have
rated similar out�ts. To �nd similar users, we can apply di�erent
similarity measures. In our model, we apply Jaccard (JAC) and
cosine similarity (COS) as de�ned by Equation 3:

Sim JAC (A,B) =
|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B | SimCOS (A,B) =

A · B
| |A| | | |B | | (3)

A�er user similarities have been calculated we can predict the
ratings r̂ui of unrated out�ts using this formula:

r̂ui =

∑
v Sim(u,v)rvi∑
v |Sim(u,v)|

(4)

6.3 Ranking Model
To rank the out�ts that are predicted to the user in R(ui ), using
the novel approach, we assign each prediction of an out�t oj to a
ranking score equal to the classi�er’s probability of the class label
being ’positive’ P(w j > 0 | oj ). It should be noted that this is
not a personalized ranking model, but as seen from our results, it
performed well for each individual user.

�e conventional approach does not use classi�cation models, so
the probability of the predicted class label is not available. Instead,
the out�ts are ranked according to the predicted rating calculated
using the similarity measures.
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7 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the se�ing for how our experiment
was performed. We give a detailed description of the dataset that
was used and present the results of the di�erent models that were
evaluated. �e main goals of the experiments are to demonstrate
the e�ectiveness of the system and to compare and select the best
classi�cation model for our system.

7.1 Dataset
�e dataset is scraped from Polyvore.com5. Polyvore is a social
media site where users can create clothing out�ts by matching
individual clothing items. Other users can then ’like’ these out�ts
by a clicking a ’like bu�on’.

From the available out�ts at Polyvore, we �rst gathered the most
liked out�ts from the last 3 months. For these out�ts, we �ltered
the out�ts so that they only contained a top and a bo�om. �en,
we collected other out�ts that these items also were a part of, and
�ltered them. Lastly, we gathered all the user likes for each of the
out�ts we had gathered. Table 3 describes the size of the dataset.

Table 3: Data statistics on Polyvore dataset.

# Out�ts # Clothes # Users # Likes

6,186 158 7,093 19,287
Positive: 260 Tops: 81
Neutral: 5,917 Bottoms: 87

From the gathered dataset, we have 260 out�ts that are classi�ed
as ’positive’ and 5,917 that are classi�ed as ’neutral’. �is means
that the dataset has an imbalance approximately of 23 to 1.

In total, there are 158 individual clothing items in the dataset.
�is means that the feature vectors used in the classi�cation models
will be relatively sparse binary vectors of 158 dimensions.

7.2 Evaluation Methods
To evaluate our novel approach, we iterated through the follow-
ing procedure for all users with at least 20 out�t likes: For all o�
the user’s favorite out�ts, we hide each of the user’s ground-truth
favorite out�ts from the system by decreasing the out�ts’ corre-
sponding weights inW by 1. �en, we train the classi�cation model
using Z andW . Moreover, with the assumption that a user only
own items that are part of the items the user likes, we generate out-
�t combinations, assuming all of the items inC(ui ) �t the inclusion
criteria. We then compared the predicted class labels of the gen-
erated out�ts combinations to the true favorite out�ts of the user.
We also ran the procedure a second time, but now by randomly
removing 50% of the users’ tops and bo�oms in C(ui ). �is was
done to simulate out�t recommendations from a half empty closet.
In Table 4, we summarize some statistics for the test sets that was
generated by running these methods. As seen in this table, there
are—on average—quite many out�ts that are being classi�ed for
each userO(ui ), compared to the true number of the user’s favorite
out�ts O(ui )T P .

5h�p://www.polyvore.com/

Table 4: �e average properties for the users in the test sets.

Closet size avд(|O(ui )|) avд(|O(ui )T P |)
Full 682.5 31.4

Half empty 164.0 17.6

To reduce the dimensionality of the samples and to detect items
that are interrelated, the multivariate analysis technique called
principal component analysis was applied to the samples before
training the models [14]. �e reduction is done by transforming
to a new set of uncorrelated features ordered so that the �rst ones
retain most of the original variation.

For evaluating the conventional approach using the di�erent
neighborhood models, we �rst randomly removed 30% of the user
likes from the utility-matrix. �en, we predicted all out�t likes
for each user, and �ltered them out wrt. I (ui ) using the same
assumption above. �e recommended out�ts were then compared
to the true out�t likes.

7.3 Evaluation Metrics
If we look at the task of recommending the out�ts as retrieving
all relevant items (out�ts) from a collection of out�ts separated
into the two classes; relevant and not relevant, we can apply the
popular accuracy metrics from information retrieval systems. In
our case, we say that the relevant out�ts are the ones classi�ed as
’positive’, and the not relevant are the out�ts classi�ed as ’neutral’.
�en, we can use a popular metric known as Recall. It measures
the ratio of relevant items retrieved to the number of all relevant
items available [11]:

Recall = |relevant items retrieved|
|all relevant items| (5)

In this paper, we also report Recall@N, which is the Recall in
a ranked list just considering the N �rst elements. We compute
Recall and Recall@N by averaging over the result for each user ui .

A way to graphically display the tradeo� between the true posi-
tive rate and the false positive rate, is known as a receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve. �e true positive rate is the same as
Recall, and the false positive rate is the ratio of non-relevant items
retrieved to the number of all non-relevant items available. �e
ROC curve is great to compare the performance di�erence between
classi�ers, where the best classi�ers tend to be located in the upper
le� corner of the diagram. �e classi�ers that performs best on
average will have a large area under the ROC curve (AUC) [11].

To evaluate the ranking via utility, we sum the utility of an out�t
j to a user u over a ranked recommended list of size L. By summing
over this value for each user, we obtain the R-score as follows [1]:

R-score =
m∑
u=1

∑
j ∈Iu ,vj ≤L

max{ruj , 0}
2(vj−1)/α , (6)

where vj is the rank of out�t j and ruj is the ground-truth rating
of out�t j . α is the half-life, set to 5 in our experiments. �e higher
the R-score is, the true favorite out�ts for each user tend to appear
in the top of the ranked list.
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Table 5: Results from evaluation of novel approach.

Overall Top-L
Model AUC Accuracy Recall R-score Recall@5 Recall@10 Recall@15 Recall@20
Naı̈ve Bayes .704 .870 .756 566.2 .091 .183 .287 .382
Gradient Boosting .864 .878 .997 851.9 .111 .228 .337 .448
AdaBoost .885 .723 .978 872.1 .113 .223 .334 .442
Uniform .500 .500 .493 88.0 .024 .052 .077 .095

7.4 Results and Discussion
In this section, we present our results and discuss some insight we
obtained while running the experiments. By the end of this section
we will have answered the following questions:

Q1. How do the di�erent classi�cation models compare using
our novel approach?

Q2. How does closet size a�ect the recommendation results?
Q3. To what extent can the conventional approach be used to

recommend new out�ts to the users?
�e evaluation method for the novel approach was performed

using the classi�cation models in Section 6.1. For Naı̈ve Bayes the
best con�guration was se�ing a prior probability for the ’neutral’
class label to 0.99 and a 0.01 prior probability for the ’positive’
class. �is was mostly due to the 23 to 1 imbalance in the dataset.
AdaBoost gave the best result using decision trees as weak learners
and with a learning rate of 1.0. Gradient Boosting performed best
with similar con�gurations.

In Table 5, we report AUC, Accuracy and Recall for the predicted
class labels for all of the out�ts that were tested when simulating a
full closet. In the right-hand side of the table, we also report the
R-score and Recall@N in a ranked list of L out�ts. Because each
user has di�erent numbers of clothes in their closet, every user is
recommended a ranked list of various lengths of L. �e best per-
forming model in each category is highlighted by underlining its
result. As seen in the table, Gradient Boosting and AdaBoost are the
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Figure 6: Global ROC curves for recommendations from a
full closet.

dominating models in all categories. On average and overall, Gradi-
ent Boosting performs best, while in a top-L ranked list, AdaBoost
performs slightly be�er. For N > 5, Gradient Boosting was—at
maximum—only .006 points be�er than AdaBoost in Recall@N. In
terms of the R-score, AdaBoost is superior to Gradient Boosting.
Because of this, we conclude that AdaBoost is the model yielding
highest utility to the users.

In Figure 6, we plot a ROC curve for the di�erent models used
to generate a single ranked list of user-out�t pairs. �is type of
ROC curve is sometimes referred to as a global ROC curve [21]. As
indicated by the gray do�ed line, AdaBoost is the best model at a
false positive rate at 20%, predicting 86% of the users’ favorite out�ts.
As the false positive rate increase, Gradient Boosting becomes
slightly superior to AdaBoost. On average, Gradient Boosting and
AdaBoost dominates the two other models with an AUC of .864 and
.885, respectively. Naı̈ve Bayes yields a satisfactory AUC of .704,
while from the Uniform model we got an expected AUC of .500.

�e high values of AUC and R-score are a strong indication that
the non-personalized ranking model performs quite well and even
be�er than expected.
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Figure 7: Distributions of out�t recommendations using Ad-
aBoost.

Figure 7 shows the distributions of out�t recommendations in a
top-20 list recommended to the users with at least 20 out�t likes.
In total, 196 unique out�ts were recommended to the users, where
33 of them were novel out�ts—never favored by any users in the
past. �is shows that a wide range of out�ts end up in the users’
recommended top lists.

Experiment on a half empty closet resulted in no change in terms
of overall Recall, and at most, a .005 decrease in AUC, and for this
reason, we do not report any results beyond this. Besides the fact
that few clothing items will result in fewer out�t recommendations,
we conclude that closet size has li�le e�ect on the recommenda-
tions.

In Table 6, results from evaluation of the conventional approach
is given. �e table shows Recall@N in a ranked list of M out�ts.
Because M is much lower than L, we only report up to N = 5 (as
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Table 6: Evaluation of the conventional approach.

Model Recall@1 Recall@5

Cosine .077 .366
Jaccard .050 .250

opposed to N = 20 in evaluation of the novel approach). Note that
the results are not comparable to the results in Table 5, as they are
derived using an approach that is fundamentally di�erent. �e best
performing model is highlighted with underlined results. As the
numbers indicates, the approach generates new out�t recommen-
dations to the users at with a satisfactory accuracy. However, these
out�t recommendations are—as argued in Section 5—only out�ts
that have been composed and favored by other users in the past.
�erefore, we conclude that this approach is insu�cient when it
comes to recommending novel and personalized daily out�ts.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced a novel approach for recommending daily
fashion out�ts from a smart closet. Our novel approach mitigate
a wide range of challenges faced by a conventional approach that
tries to recommend daily fashion out�ts. Evaluation of our novel
approach demonstrates the method’s e�ectiveness, and its ability
to provide users with accurate and novel out�t recommendations.

�e results from the evaluation helped us select which model to
deploy in the system. R-score, AUC, and Recall@N are the most
useful measures regarding each individual user. Since, AdaBoost
achieved the highest R-score and AUC, it was chosen as the main
classi�er and implemented with the novel approach in the rec-
ommender service deployed in the cloud. It should be noted that
Gradient Boosting achieved slightly be�er results in Recall@N,
but we regard this di�erence as insigni�cant and conclude that
AdaBoost is indeed the best �t for our system.

A non-comparable evaluation of the conventional approach was
performed to see to what extent it could recommend daily out�ts.
�e accuracy results are acceptable, but due to the approach’s
many challenges, it cannot be considered as an e�cient method for
recommending daily out�ts.

Although we have demonstrated the system’s performance using
a real-world dataset, a full scale evaluation using data gathered from
physical clothes enabled with RFID tags is planned for future work.
�e current state of the system should be considered as an early
prototype and is premature for such a full scale evaluation. Because
of this, these plans are preliminary and we consider other research
topics to be more important at the current stage. �ese topics in-
clude content-based out�t recommendation and recommendation
of garments to be recycled or donated. With these research top-
ics, we intend to incorporate additional contextual factors such as
season, user’s occasion, and user’s body type.
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ABSTRACT
�rough recycling textile waste, greenhouse gas emissions can
drastically be reduced. Many clothing retailers today o�er check-
points where people can recycle their clothing items. Moreover,
people today are o�en challenged by overloaded wardrobes and
store many clothing items that they never use. In this paper, we de-
scribe a system that creates incentives for the users to recycle their
clothes, bene�ting the environmental sustainability. We propose
a content-based recommendation approach that utilizes seman-
tic web technologies and that leverages a set of context signals
obtained from the system’s architecture, to recommend clothing
items that might be relevant for the user to recycle. Experiments on
a real-world dataset shows that our proposed approach outperforms
a baseline which does not utilize semantic web technologies.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Applied computing →Consumer health; •Information sys-
tems →Evaluation of retrieval results; Data mining;

KEYWORDS
Recommender Systems, Content-Based Recommendation, Textile
Recycling, Linked Open Data, Bag of Concepts

1 INTRODUCTION
In today’s world, overconsumption is becoming a huge concern.
�e equivalent for fast food called ’fast fashion’ is becoming a
phenomenon, and people continue to purchase large quantities of
clothes. Because of this, textile recycling has become a pressing
issue. Textile recycling has old history, but was earlier o�en just
concerned with the economic bene�ts. As of now, the environment
has become the number one factor for doing textile recycling. For
every pound of recycled textile, more greenhouse gas emissions
are prevented than for every pound of glass, plastic, and paper—
combined [9]. Moreover, Klepp and Laitala found that 20% of the
clothes in people’s wardrobes were never or rarely used [4]. Because
of this, clothing retailers are now starting to o�er checkpoints
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where people can recycle their clothes in order to enhance the
environmental sustainability.

It is important that people get incentives to use these recycling
checkpoints. Such incentives can be generated by recommender
systems and Internet of �ings technology. Traditionally, recom-
mender systems try to predict items that might be of interest to
the users. A popular technique for recommender systems is known
as content-based [6]. Content-based recommendations builds a
user pro�le of item properties that the user has shown interest of
in the past, and then compute item similarities with other items
that the user has not seen yet. In previous studies, content-based
recommender systems enabled with semantic web technologies
have shown promising results by increasing the accuracy of the
recommendations [2]. Linked Open Data (LOD) is a semantic web
technology that forms a set of rules for publishing data so that the
data become machine-readable and free of use for anyone [1].

In [5], we proposed a system called Connected Closet—a smart
closet where clothing items enabled with RFID tags can be scanned
in the user’s closet, tracking the usage history of the clothes. In
this paper, we propose a semantic content-based recommender
system that leverages a set of context signals obtained from the
system’s architecture to provide recycling suggestions to users of
the system. By utilizing semantic web technology, the recommender
system’s accuracy improves. Moreover, it can improve the system’s
transparency and increase the user’s trust and con�dence in the
system. �e main contributions of this paper may be summarized
as follows:

• We propose a content-based recommender system that
utilizes LOD to recommend clothing items to be recycled.

• We evaluate our proposed recommender system on a real-
world dataset and compare it to a baseline that does not
utilize semantic web technology.

�e remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, we describe the contextual models addressed when computing
the recommendations. �en, we describe our recommendation
algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate our proposed
approach and discuss related work in Section 5. We conclude with
a summary and discuss future work in Section 6.

2 CONTEXTUAL MODELS
In this section, we describe the contextual signals obtained from the
proposed system’s architecture depicted in Figure 1. We describe
how they are obtained and how they a�ect the recommendation
algorithm for recycling recommendations.
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Figure 1: Architecture for a sustainable wardrobe. �e �gure
indicates where in the system the contextual signals are obtained.

2.1 Usage-Aware
�e user’s clothing items are enabled with RFID tags. �ese can
be manually scanned through an RFID reader connected to a tiny
computer embedded in the user’s Closet. �e computer will broad-
cast a message containing information about the scan to a set of
services deployed in the Cloud. Each scan is added to the set S .

Clothing items that are o�en checked out of the user’s closet will
achieve a higher user rating. More formally, based on item usage,
we calculate the user’s rating of a clothing item as follows:

r̂µ (u, i) =
1
2 |Su,i |, (1)

where Su,i is the set of all scans of clothing item i done by user u.

2.2 Taste-Aware
In the Mobile Application, the user can save his favorite out�ts. An
out�t is represented as a tuple (one top and one bo�om). �e user’s
favorite out�ts are added to the set Ou . Items that occurs in many
out�t combinations will achieve a high rating. More formally, the
user rating based on the user’s favorite out�ts is de�ned as follows:

r̂τ (u, i) = |{(j,k) ∈ Ou | j = i ∨ k = i}| (2)

2.3 Season-Aware
�e usage pa�ern of some items might only occur during a sea-
son, e.g., a winter coat will only be used in the winter. Such seasonal
clothing items are assigned to a season {winter|spring|summer|fall}.
If a seasonal clothing item is recommended for recycling, we check
if the item was used during the last assigned season. �is is done
by looking up the latest item scans in S . If the item was used during
the season, the item is removed from the recommended list and not
displayed to the user.

3 SEMANTIC CONTENT-BASED
RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

In [5], we proposed a model for recycling recommendations that
recommended the lowest rated items. Although, considering how
the ratings are obtained from the context signals, newly bought
clothing items would always be recommended for recycling when
using this model. In this paper, we propose a content-based recom-
mender system that recommends the items that are as least similar
as possible to the user pro�le.

3.1 Vector Space Model
In our recommendation approach, we adopt the Vector Space Model,
where we represent each clothing items as a vector. We then use the
Bag of Concepts [10] approach to create the vectors using entities
from Wikidata1, which is a Knowledge Base published as LOD. As
a weighting scheme, the Concept Frequency (CF) is used. Here, the
term concept refers to the Wikidata entities.

�e user pro�le is represented as a set of clothing item vectors:

pro f ile(u) = {®i | r̂ (u, i) > λ}, (3)

where r̂ (u, i) is an aggregate of r̂µ (u, i) and r̂τ (u, i), and ®i is the CF
vector representing clothing item i .

�e user’s clothing items are then sorted ascending in a ranked
list using this scoring function:

r̄ (u, i) =

∑
®j ∈prof ile(u)

dist(®i, ®j)

|pro f ile(u)| , (4)

where dist(®i, ®j) is a distance measure between the vectors represent-
ing the clothing items i and j . In our approach we use the Euclidean
distance de�ned as follows:

dist(q, p) =

√√ n∑
i=1
(qi − pi )2, (5)

where q and p are both vectors of n dimensions.

3.2 Semantic Item Representation
Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the services deployed in the Cloud.
When new clothing items are fed into the system, they are inpu�ed
with a free text description to the Catalog service. To represent
the clothing items as vectors using Wikidata entities with CF, the
following process is performed on the item’s text description (the
location of where in the system each step is performed is depicted
in Figure 2):

(1) Entity extraction. We extract Wikidata entities by using the
TextRazor API2. For disambiguating entities, each entity is ranked
with a con�dence score based on multiple signals in the text.

(2) Weighting. We generate vectors using the CF weighting
scheme from the entities returned by Step 1.

(3) Storing. �e vectors are then stored in the system’s graph
database called Item storage.

In the system’s current stage, removal of stop entities and generic
entities, is not addressed and will be included in the process in future
research.
1h�ps://www.wikidata.org/
2h�ps://www.textrazor.com/
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Figure 2: Excerpt of the system’s services deployed in the
Cloud. An illustration of the process of a new item being stored in
the system.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the validity of our approach, we perform an evalu-
ation on a dataset collected from the Web.

4.1 Dataset
In order to evaluate our approach, we desired a dataset consisting
of users with out�t ratings, the user’s usage history on clothing
items, and information on which clothing items that have been
recycled. Because our system is not yet in full scale production and
there seems to be li�le available data in this domain, we could only
obtain a dataset addressing out�t ratings.

�e dataset was collected from the social media site Polyvore3.
Polyvore is a site where users can create fashion out�ts. Other peo-
ple can rate these out�ts using a ’like’ bu�on on a unary rating scale.
�is mirrors the functionality found in the smart closet’s mobile
app. �e collected dataset consists of 260 rated out�ts composed
by 158 clothing items, 7093 users and 19287 out�t ratings.

Figure 3 shows an example from one of the items in the collected
dataset. �e top shows the representation of the item using the
classic Bag of Words approach with a Term Frequency (TF) vectors.
Below, is the representation of the item a�er it has gone through
the process described in Section 3.2. �e blue node (item) represent
the clothing item, while the green nodes (labels starting with ’Q’)
represent the Wikidata entities describing the clothing item. To
visualize the context signals, we have included one user’s interac-
tions with the item. In the �gure, r̂µ (u, i) (USAGE COUNT) and r̂τ (u, i)
(OUTFIT LIKES) are represented as relations from the user node to
the item node.

4.2 Evaluation Method
Due to the nature of the dataset, we can only consider the ratings
obtained by the Taste-Aware context signal. For this reason, the
other signals are neglected in this experiment. Moreover, the dataset
does not contain clothing items that have been recycled by the users.
�is means that we need to make an assumption for when a clothing
item is relevant for recycling. In this experiment, a clothing item
3h�p://www.polyvore.com/
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Figure 3: Representation of a sample item. Text description:
”Miu Miu’s vibrant Resort ’17 collection is inspired by the ’90s rave
scene. Kni�ed in a kaleidoscope of hues, this cropped sweater has
sumptuous touches of wool, mohair and [. . . ] Dry clean.. Made
in Italy..”. Given this description, the Wikidata entities such as
Q42329 (wool), Q232191 (sweater), and Q552230 (Miu Miu) are ex-
tracted.

that is relevant for recycling is a clothing item that occurs only
once in the user’s favorite out�ts, i.e., r̂τ (u, i) = 1.

4.2.1 Evaluation protocol. We evaluate all the users in the dataset
that has at least one item i such that r̂τ (u, i) > 3. Moreover, we set
λ = 2 in Equation 3. We then assume that the user only owns items
that occurs at least once in his favorite out�ts, i.e., r̂τ (u, i) > 0. For
these items, we generate a recommended list to the users using
Equation 4.

4.2.2 Evaluation metrics. To assess the quality of the recom-
mendations we apply the traditional evaluation metrics Recall and
Precision de�ned as follows:

Recall = tp

tp + f n
Precision = tp

tp + f p
, (6)

where tp is the number of correctly recommended relevant items,
f n is the number of wrongly recommended relevant items, and f p
is the number of wrongly recommended non-relevant items. We
report Recall@N and Precision@N which is the Recall and Precision
in a ranked list just considering the �rst N items.

4.2.3 Baseline method. As a baseline, we use the classic Bag
of Words approach and represent the free text descriptions of the
clothing items as TF vectors as opposed to CF in our proposed
approach.
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4.3 Results
We report the results in Figure 4. For the evaluation metrics, we
focused on N = 5, since our system will display 5 recycling recom-
mendations to the user. From the �gure, we note that our proposed
approach using the CF weighting scheme outperforms the baseline
in both categories.

Recall@5 Precision@5
Evaluation metrics
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Figure 4: Experiment results of Recall@5 and Precision@5
for the baseline (TF) and our proposed approach (CF). �e
reported results are the average of Recall@5 and Precision@5 for
each user evaluated in the experiment.

CF vs. TF. In the following, we highlight the advantages our
proposed CF approach has over the TF baseline. �ese highlights
should give an idea of why the CF outperforms TF. A drawback of
Bag of Words is that it considers all words in the text descriptions
as equally important. To use the item in Figure 3 as an example,
it represents the item as an item containing the word ’miu’ two
times, when—in fact—’Miu Miu’ is the brand of the item and is of
vital importance to the representation of the item. For clothing
items with brand names of common terms, such as ’Jean Shop’, the
Bag of Words approach is in deep trouble. In advantage, the Bag of
Concepts approach is able to extract the ’Miu Miu’ entity (Q552230)
and able to capture the semantic context of the item. Moreover, the
Bag of Words approach will describe the item using words such as
’clean’, which does not characterize the item in any way.

5 RELATEDWORK
In recent years, LOD in recommender systems has been frequently
researched and various applications have been proposed [2, 3]. �e
most common application is to calculate semantic similarity of
items based on the item’s relationships found in datasets published
as LOD. Using concepts from a LOD Knowledge Base to model the
user pro�le have shown promising results in past work, e.g., [8].
Many of these past works use DBpedia4 as a LOD Knowledge Base
and focus on recommendation in the traditional domains where
large datasets are available, such as movies, music, and books.

Our recommender system addresses a relatively unexplored do-
main and exploits a LOD Knowledge Base lacking previous research.
4h�p://wiki.dbpedia.org/

To the best of our knowledge, recommending items that is no longer
of interest to the user is a quite recent idea. Moreover, with the
proposed approach built into the architecture of the Internet of
�ings wardrobe, this paper’s proposed recommender system in
the fashion domain is the �rst of its kind.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we describe an Internet of �ings wardrobe enabled
with a proposed semantic content-based recommendation approach
to recommend clothing items for recycling. We describe a set of
context signals obtained from the wardrobe’s architecture and how
they a�ect the recommended list displayed to the user. Evaluation
of our approach shows that our approach outperforms a baseline in
terms of accuracy. Moreover, previous research has shown that LOD
can increase recommender system’s transparency and increase the
user’s trust in the system by computing convincing explanations
to the recommendations [7]. �e proposed approach facilitates
opportunities for this and is planned for later research. Hence, the
approach poses as a promising �t for the system.

Future work will also be devoted to improving the recommen-
dation approach with a Concept Frequency - Inverse Document
Frequency weighting scheme, and to develop further steps in sys-
tem for the users to act on the recommendations.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

While conducting the work on this thesis, a lot of important insight was obtained.
Due to taking on a relatively new domain in recommender systems, acquiring
suitable data (Section 7.1) and comparable research (Section 7.3) proved to be
challenging. Moreover, due to the complexity of the system, a lot of technical
issues (Section 7.2) were experienced. In addition, some insight was also obtained
while conducting the experiments (Section 7.4) described in the papers.

7.1 Domain and Dataset

As always, acquiring a suitable dataset is challenging. For this specific project,
the offline experiment required data about a set of clothing items that were put
together in outfits and rated by users. Moreover, the user’s usage history on the
items should be included with information on which items that had been recycled
or donated.

In a domain with already very little available data suitable for recommender
systems evaluations, a complete dataset as described above turned out to be
impossible to automatically extract. At the system’s current stage of being an
early prototype, the system was too immature to be used for retrieving data
from a set of test subjects. Ultimately, some social media sites posed as good
candidates for extracting some data that could be used in a dataset for offline
experiments. This data did not cover usage history or recycling information but
was extensive enough for complete accuracy evaluations in Paper II and with
some preliminary accuracy evaluations in Paper III.
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7.2 Technical Issues

The first IoT demonstrator developed as part of the prototype from the summer
internship was not made available for this research project. Because of this, a
new IoT demonstrator had to be built for this project. With little experience
in hardware development, this turned out to be quite of a technical challenge.
First, the acquisition of the same type of RFID reader used in the first demon-
strator, was not possible. This resulted in that the source code for the computer
embedded in the closet was useless for the new demonstrator—requiring that the
IoT demonstrator had to be built from scratch. Secondly, with little available
documentation on connecting the acquired RFID reader to a Raspberry PI, this
whole process became more time consuming than initially expected.

The source code developed during the internship was made available for this
research project. The codebase provided basic functionality, such as inventory
overview. In order to extend the existing architecture with recommender and
semantic web technology, a lot of changes in the original codebase had to be
made. This included fixing bugs originating from the internship (a lot of the
bugs were to be blamed on the thesis author). Moreover, the codebase’s many
frameworks, libraries, and tools had been deprecated and the process of migrating
to newer versions were time consuming and posed technical difficulties.

However, due to the system’s use of new and innovating technology (especially
the microservices), further extension of the architecture with recommender and
semantic web technology, was a quite painless process. The collection of avail-
able machine learning libraries, natural language processing tools, and knowledge
bases available, has become quite extensive in recent years. All providing good
documentation and allows for simple integration methods. This aided the system
in using state-of-the-art algorithms and techniques.

7.3 Related Research

The low number of related previous studies also contributed to the challenge of
data collection. Moreover, the previous studies lacked extensive descriptions of
how to recommend clothes from smart closets and was often not developed or
evaluated in any way. This proved it difficult to compare the results of this work
to similar works in the literature. On the other hand, this also proves that the
work of this thesis is unique and will hopefully encourage future research and
innovation of similar systems.
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7.4 Experiments

While conducting the experiment reported in Paper II, it was expected that the
AdaBoost algorithm and the Gradient Boosting algorithm would outperform the
much simpler Näıve Bayes algorithm. Ultimately, AdaBoost was selected for the
system because it yielded the best result on the collected dataset. However, Gra-
dient Boosting’s performance was pretty close to AdaBoost, and it is possible that
Gradient Boosting might perform better on a different dataset. Moreover, from
the ROC curves, it shown from the Näıve Bayes algorithm’s more choppy line,
that it is generating much fewer recommendations than AdaBoost and Gradient
Boosting. Due to time constraints and Näıve Bayes’ much weaker performance,
the reason for this was left unexplored.

An interesting fact in the same experiment is that closet size did not affect
the accuracy of the recommendations. However, the only other closet size than
’full’ that was tested was a 50% reduction of all clothing items. In hindsight, it
is possible that the accuracy can be affected by different distributions of clothing
types, for example, twice as many tops as bottoms.

The experiment performed in Paper III showed that the proposed Bag of Con-
cepts approach outperformed the baseline using Bag of Words. The improvement
was expected to be much larger, but with the proposed approach’s use of semantic
web technology, it is still considered as a promising fit for the system. It should
also be mentioned that both approaches were pretty näıve implementations, and
with more tuning and optimization, the improvement could possibly be greater.





Chapter 8

Conclusion

To conclude the thesis, this final chapter summarizes the contributions (Sec-
tion 8.1) of the thesis and gives concluding remarks to the research questions and
the goals (Section 8.2). Moreover, a discussion of future work (Section 8.3) is
given.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

Chapter 1 stated the main contributions of this thesis. This section sheds light
on how each of these contributions are provided in the papers.

C1 The architecture and design of a smart closet.

Paper I describes the whole architecture of the system. It gives detailed
descriptions of the task for each of the components in the architecture.
Figure 1, Figure 3, and Figure 5 are the most important figures in the
paper that summarize this contribution.

C2 A novel collaborative filtering approach for daily outfit recommendations.

The novel collaborative filtering approach is best summarized by Figure 4
and Figure 5 in Paper II. The novelty of the approach is the transformation
of the utility matrix into an outfit-item matrix.

C3 A novel semantic content-based approach for garment recycling recommen-
dations.

The novel semantic content-based approach is best summarized by Figure
2 and Figure 3 in Paper III. The novelty lies in recommendation of items
that are no longer of interest to the user.
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C4 Thorough evaluations of the approaches using a real-world dataset.

A thorough evaluation of the novel collaborative filtering approach is given
in Paper II – Section 7. The semantic content-based approach is evaluated
in Paper III – Section 4.

8.2 Concluding Remarks

To summarize the key findings of this thesis, this section gives answers to the
research questions. The answers are concise and meant to emphasize the extensive
descriptions from the papers. Moreover, for each goal, a brief summary is given,
meant as a measure of how the goals were fulfilled.

8.2.1 Research Questions

RQ1 What are the core components and the functionality of a smart closet and
how can this be supported by recommendation technology?

Paper I describes the system of a smart closet where clothing items en-
abled with RFID tags can be manually scanned in and out of the closet
using a tiny computer embedded in the user’s physical closet. In a mobile
application, the user is displayed the closet inventory. Moreover, the mobile
application provides daily outfit recommendations using an approach that
is based on collaborative filtering leveraging machine learning algorithms.
Paper III describes how the mobile application can receive recycling rec-
ommendations by a content-based recommender system leveraging Linked
Open Data. A detailed architectural view is available in Appendix A.

RQ2 How can we automatically extract datasets that help us build and evaluate
content-based recommendation and collaborative filtering for smart closets?

Paper II and Paper III describes a social media site called Polyvore that
mirrors some of the same functionality as the smart closet’s mobile appli-
cation. Paper II describes how this site can be scraped in order to extract
a dataset of fashion outfits that is rated by a set of users.

Figure 8.1 illustrates an excerpt of some items in the collected dataset. Pa-
per III includes a figure describing how each of these items are semantically
enriched for the content-based approach.

RQ3 To what extent (accuracy) can a recommender system help users choose
clothes from a smart closet?

Paper II and Paper III conducts experiments on the collected dataset with
accuracy evaluation using traditional evaluation metrics from information
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retrieval. The results (Paper II – Section 7.4) from Paper II supported
the selection of the best performing machine learning algorithm that rec-
ommended outfits most accurately. Moreover, it shows how a conventional
approach is inferior to the novel approach. Paper III showed that a content-
based recommender system leveraging Linked Open Data for recycling rec-
ommendations, outperformed a baseline without Linked Open Data, in
terms of accuracy.

Figure 8.1: Excerpt of the dataset as stored in the system’s graph
database. The nodes represent the clothing items while the edge between two
nodes represent the outfit of the two nodes. The edge stores a weight correspond-
ing to the number of outfit likes from the users.
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8.2.2 Goals

G1 The ’New IT’ strategy

Paper I described the system’s architecture and the set of microservices
implemented using the most suitable platform for their designated tasks.
Improving the modularity of the system. The microservices and databases
were implemented using container-based virtualization with Docker. This
enabled automation of testing, building, and deployment—ensuring that
the system’s software is able to go into production at continuous delivery.

The paper showed how a tiny computer could be integrated with the archi-
tecture, using the lightweight communication protocol MQTT, and how the
Fog Computing architecture handles the IoT device’s substantial amount
of data created by the device’s sensors.

Paper II and Paper III showed how to build ’intelligent applications’ using
recommender systems, machine learning, and semantic web.

G2 IoT demonstrator

Figure 2 in Paper I depicts the IoT demonstrator built as a small open
closet. It was built using a Raspberry PI connected to an RFID reader.
Some pictures of clothing items were printed and attached to RFID tags.
With the system’s mobile application, this provided an apt little demonstra-
tor of the whole system that was easy to set up and to transport. Paper II
included a short video (https://goo.gl/rZBZqo) of the IoT demonstrator
in action.

G3 Show off at conferences

During the work on this thesis, the IoT demonstrator was showcased at
itDAGENE1 and JavaZone Academy2. itDAGENE is an annual career fair
where businesses get to meet IT students at NTNU. The IoT demonstrator
was displayed at Accenture’s booth at the event venue. JavaZone Academy
is a miniature version of Scandinavia’s largest IT conference JavaZone3.
JavaZone Academy brings the best from JavaZone and present it to stu-
dents. Accenture participated with a booth in the conference’s exhibition
area where the IoT demonstrator was displayed.

Moreover, with a paper acceptance in the 13th International Conference
on Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST 2017), the paper
authors were awarded a presentation slot at the conference where the work
was presented as an oral presentation.

1https://www.itdagene.no/
2https://2017.javazone.no/academy
3https://www.javazone.no

https://goo.gl/rZBZqo
https://www.itdagene.no/
https://2017.javazone.no/academy
https://www.javazone.no
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G4 Publicity

Together with the thesis author and some Accenture representatives, the
project was promoted with the IoT demonstrator on display at the confer-
ences and events mentioned above. Moreover, Paper I was published in the
proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Web Information Sys-
tems and Technologies (WEBIST 2017). In addition, Paper II and Paper
III are awaiting author’s notifications in high-profile conferences.

8.3 Future Work

The system described in this thesis should be considered as an early prototype and
a lot of development and research remains before a possible full scale production
of smart closets. The future work that is directly related to the scope of this
thesis, is the improvement and the additional applications regarding the daily
outfit recommendations and the recycling recommendations.

8.3.1 Daily Outfit Recommendations

Granularity

Since outfits can also comprise of more clothing items than what is researched
in this thesis (one top and one bottom), further research should be devoted to
how to add additional accessories to the recommended outfits computed using
the outfit-item matrix approach proposed in Paper II.

Occassion-based recommendations

Different occasions require different dress codes, e.g., business meeting vs. dinner
party. This could be addressed by integrating the user’s calendar with the system,
and the recommendations could be achieved, for example, by using an inclusion
criteria similar to the one proposed in Paper I and Paper II.

Retail recommendations

The number one benefiting factor a fashion retailer could achieve from a system as
described in this thesis, is targeted advertisement. Paper II briefly mentions that
the outfit-item matrix approach can be used to generate targeted advertisement
of clothing items that match clothing items already owned by the users.
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8.3.2 Recycling Recommendations

Feedback

In the current version of the system, recycling recommendations are just displayed
to the user. In case of recycling, the next user steps, such as removal from the
user’s inventory and registration at a recycling checkpoint, needs to be developed.
Moreover, if the user does not want to recycle the recommended item, the user
should be able to give the system feedback on this, so that the item will not be
recommended again.

Explanations

Utilization of Linked Open Data in the recycling recommendations facilitates for
a computational model for generating convincing explanations to the recommen-
dations. Explanations to the recycling recommendations should be considered as
a highly important feature. For a user to recycle a clothing item, it is safe to as-
sume that the user requires a pretty sound justification for the recommendation.

Additional incentives

A recommendation for recycling with a good justification for the recommenda-
tion, provides some incentives for people to recycle their clothes. This could be
improved with applications such as gamification [68]. A measure of the user’s car-
bon footprint [69] or some awarding of discounts at clothing retailers, are some
things that could strengthen the incentives for recycling.
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Appendix A. System Architecture
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